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or more than twenty years, the Center for
Public History at the University of
Houston has trained students to apply the
skills of the professional historian outside the
university Our former students work
throughout the region in jobs in government,
business, historical societies, preservation
groups, archives, libraries, professional associations, and public interest groups. Under
the direction of Martin Melosi and with the
input of other faculty members, students at
the Center have produced an array of studies
of various aspects of Houston'.s history Much
of what we know about our city's past has
been a result of the Center's work.
At the heart of the Center is the
Houston History Project, which contains a
number of projects ranging from a study of
slavery in Texas to a soon to be published
volume of essays on the environmental history of Houston. Current initiatives of the
Center include the publication of The
Houston Review of History and Culture, the
organization of a comprehensive project on
the oral history of Houston, and the expansion of efforts to identify historical records
for inclusion in archives.
For more information about the Center
for Public History, contact Martin Melosi at
mmelosi@uh.edu or visit the website at
www.class.uh.edu/publichistory

This issue is dedicated
to the memory of
J.H. Freeman (1916-2004),
a friend who loved Houston
and its history.
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SF AND MANY MORE: Business and Civic
Leadership in Modern Houston
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For a half century beginning in the 1920s, George R. and H erman Brown
rented suite SF at the Lamar Hotel in downtown Houston. The phrase "the SF
crowd," which referred to the Brown brothers and others who frequented the suite,
became shorthand for the small business elite that dominated H ouston's political
and civic affairs. This article places the SF crowd in historical perspective by comparing their power to that of business leaders who came before and after them.
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Carter Wesley and the Making of
Houston's Civic Culture
Ami/car Shabazz
Houston lawyer/newspaperman Carter Wesley became one of the
most prominent black businessmen in the Jim Crow South. Through
his newspaper, the Houston Informer, he asserted a strong voice
against segregation. At times, h e crossed swords with national and
local officials of the NAACP over strategy and tactics, but he never wavered in his quest
for justice and equality for the black population of Houston.
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Jesse Jones: A Conversation about "Mr. Houston"

Steven Fenberg discusses his work in overseeing the making of the
award-winning documentary about the career of Jesse Jones. Fenberg
offers insights into Jones' emergence as "Mr. Houston," as well as his
distinguished career as head of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and the Department of Commerce in the New Deal.
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sent to The Houston Review, University of
Houston, Department of History, 524 Agnes
Arnold Hall, H ouston, TX 77204-3003
(713-743-3088 or 713-743-308 7). The web
site is www.class.uh.edu/TheHoustonReview. We
also welcome ideas for topical issues; these can be
sent to the above address or to joepratt@uh.edu.
Subscriptions are $10 per year for students,
$1 5 per year for individuals, and $25 per year
for institutions. Single issues and back issues are
available for $ 10.
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Parley of Prominence: The Houston Democratic
National Convention of 192S

Jon L. Gillum
By hosting the Democratic National Convention in 192S, Houston
announced its arrival as a young city on the move. In describing the
events surrounding the convention, this article sh ows how
Houstonians t ook advantage of their moment in the national spotlight.

24 In the Name of Decency and Progress: The
Response of Houston's Civic Leaders to the
Lynching of Robert Powell in l 92S
Dwight Watson
On the eve of the 192S Democratic National Convention,
Houston experienced one of the only lynchings in its modern history.
In response, the city's white civic leaders sought t o limit the damage to the city's reputation by moving quickly to arrest those involved in the lynching. This article compares the reactions of the city's black and white press while also noting the responses
of the national press.
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Business and Civic
Leadership in
Modern Houston
by Joseph Pratt*

The Lamar Hotel was home. of suite 8Fwhere
Houston~ business and civic elite frequently
gathered.

In January 2001, Ken Lay was the poster
boy for civic leadership in Houston. He
had built Enron into a leading company
in a dynamic industry, bringing thousands of jobs to the city. He had helped
keep major league baseball in Houston by
pushing through a new downtown stadium aptly named Enron Field. He, his
company, and his foundation led the
league in corporate giving. He enjoyed
easy access to political figures at all levels
of government, and rumors flew in 2000
of a cabinet office in the new Bush
administration or a run for mayor in
Houston. Only a year later, Enron Jay in
ruins. Bad jokes about "Chapter 11 Field"
tr1ade the rounds. His harshest critics
asked just whose money Lay had been
giving away to charities. Politicians asl<ed
"Ken who?" as they dodged media questions about political influence.
Such critici~tr1 took on an especially
hard edge because Lay had become "Mr.
Houston" at the turn of the twenty-first
century, the latest in a line of powerful
business/civic leaders who shaped the city's
modern development. The New Ybrk Times
ran a profile of his local influence under
the headline, "In Houston, the Lines
Dividing Politics, Business and Society
Are Especially Blurry." The article noted
that Lay "was only the city's latest kingmaker. A generation before, the leadership
had been a clos(),.knit gz:oup of financiers
and businessme!l kno~!lks the 8F Club.m
This reference was to suite 8F of the
Lamar .•Hotel in.downtown Houston,
which Herman and George R. Brown (of

the giant Houston-based construction
firm Brown & Root) rented and used as a
meeting place for a wide variety of likeminded Houstonians in the boom decades
after World War II. The New York Times'
attitude toward the "city building" activities of this "8F Club" is captured in its use
of a quote from Texas Monthly magazine:
"Maybe it's a classic Texas story to push
things to the limit."2
Or maybe not. "Especially blurry"
lines dividing politics and business are
hardly unique to Houston. By acquiring
economic power and wealth, businessmen
in all capitalist societies often become first
among equals in civic and political affairs.
Other less powerful citizens in Houston
and other American cities have never
quite lmown what to make of the influential businessmen who have played such a
prominent role in shaping our society. In
good times, we react to their power with
admiration tinged with envy; in bad times,
with skepticism tinged with anger. But at
all times, we have looked to them to push
our cities and our nation forward.
First and foremost, we have wanted
them to create jobs. This has been particularly importantin Houston. Not many
of us came here in search of beautiful
scenery or a mild climate; we came seeking jobs for ourselves and expanded
opportunities for our children. Once
business leaders have delivered jobs, we
also have expected then{ to help build the
cmltural instituti~ns (including higher
~ducation) common in a mature metropolis. Most of us have not been surprised

Professor of History and Business at the University Houston and the editor of
Review. He has written and taught about the history of the oil industry and the history of Houston.
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when business leaders have taken an
active and self-interested role in politics,
but we have expected the best amon g
them to h ave a vision of the needs of the
city that extends beyond their immediate
personal and corporate interests.
After more than twenty years of
studying the history of business/civic leadership in Houston, I have well-developed
opinions on the topic. Indeed, I can say
with absolute confidence that I hold the
key to what the New York Times referred to
as the "SF Club" and older Houstonians at
times call the "SF crowd." Naurice
Cummings reach ed in his desk and gave
me his after I interviewed him in the mid19SOs. Cummings had been a regular visitor with his own key to SF, where h e
made l<ings with Herman and G eorge R.
Brown. But by the time of rny interview
with Cummings, the historic Lamar Hotel
had fallen victim to the vision of unfettered progress of its most celebrated
inhabitants; it had been demolished to
mal<e room for an important new parl<ing

lot . I thus faced a historian's dilemma. I
had the key t o all power and influence in
Houston, but the lock in which it fit, the
door opened by the loci<, the suite, and the
entire building no longer existed. What
follows is my effort to reconstruct suite
SF, placing the Brown's generation back
into the world they inhabited. T his
requires establishing the historical context
in which they operated and comparing
them to other business/civic leaders who
shaped Houston's development both
before and after them.

Captain Baker's Era--1880s-World War I
Despite the hist orical emphasis placed on
the SF crowd, in my opinion, the single
m ost powerful business/civic leader in the
history of Houst on was Captain James A.
Baker. He was the midwife at the birth of
the modern city. He and his law firm
(which is now known as Baker Botts)
st ood at the center of a cluster of lawyers,
bankers, and businessmen who led
Houston from the lSSOs through World

War I. During these years, Houston grew
from a raw, rowdy town of less than
20,000 to a small, but bustling city of
about 130,000. When Captain Balwr
and his father, Judge Bal<er, arrived in
H oust on in the 1S70s, the city was about
on e tenth the size of New Orleans, which
served as the center of regional trade and
commerce on the Gulf Coast. By the
time of Captain Bal<er's death in 1941,
H ouston was the clear leader of industry
and finance on the Gulf Coast, and it
was well on its way to national prominence as the en ergy capital of the nation.
Because of his broad involvement in the
life of Houston during those formative
years, Captain Baker is a logical hist orical symbol of those who transformed a
t own with big aspirations into an emerging metropolis. 3
With good reason, Houst on found
leadership among its lawyers and bankers
in the decades around the turn of the
twentieth century. To grow, the region
needed to forge solid connections with the

Downtown Houston in the 1880s
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aptain Baker's father, Judge James
A. Baker, who moved to Houston
from Huntsville, Texas, in 1872, was a
railroad lawyer at Baker Botts, as were
other prominent partners in the firm.
From the 1880s forward, the firm
managed the giant Southern Pacific
Railroad's (SP) legal affairs in Texas,
smoothing the way for the railroad's
unified operations throughout the state.
This line and others connected Houston
firmly into national markets, vaulting
the city ahead of Galveston in the race
for regional preeminence and laying the
foundation for the city's economic
expansion. Baker Botts greatly benefited
from its growing reputation in railroad
law. One of its early partners, Robert
Scott Lovett, embodied this tie. He grew
up in rural Texas north of Houston,
took a job digging stumps out of the
right of way of the SP, moved on to
become a lawyer at Baker Botts, and
went on to become the head of the
Southern Pacific.
After joining his father as a partner
in Houston's major corporate law firm,
Captain Ba:ker became deeply involved
in key sectors of the city's economy. As
a director and, for a time, president of
one of the city's largest banl~s, Captain
Baker was a lawyer or a banker for
many of city's businesses. He also was
an officer in the local natural gas company and numerous other local enterprises. As chairman of the Rice board,
Baker headed what amounted to
another major Houston bank,
since the lnstitute's endowment
became an important source for
real estate loans. Lawyer, banker,
and businessman, Captain Baker
remained one of the most visible
business/civic leaders in Houston
for almost seventy years.
The Baker family has
remained prominent in
Houston since Judge
Baker arrived here in
1872. Five generations of James
Addison Bakers
have worked for
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Baker Botts and for the good of the city.
The original Baker, "Judge" (18211897), received his distinctive title
from his brief service as a judge in the
Confederacy. He practiced with Baker
Botts from 18 72-1897. His son, who
remained at Baker Botts from 1877 to
1941, became known as "Captain"
Baker (18 5 7 -1941) after service under
that rank in the Houston Light Guard, a
ceremonial military organization that
ultimately became a part of the Texas
National Guard. Ironically, Captain
Baker's son, who was a captain in the
real army during World War I, spent his
long, productive life in Houston (18921973) and at Baker Botts (19191973) known as "Junior."
An even greater irony came with
the next generation, "Secretary" James
A. Bal.'er (1930-present) . As one of the
most prominent Houst onians in the last
half of the twentieth century, Secretary
Baker served two presidents as chief of
staff, Secretary of Treasury, and
Secretary of State. Yet until his return
from Washington in the 1990s, he
could not serve at Baker Botts. The firm
had passed a strict antinepotism rule in
the late 1930s, so Secretary Baker pursued his legal career as a partner in the
Houston-based firm of Andrews &
Kurth. When he returned to Houston
after his distinguished career in government, the antinepotism rule still seemed
to block his hiring by "the family firm."
Although his father had died years
earlier, his son "Jamie" (1954-present) had begun worl~ing at Bal~er
Botts in 1985. Reason prevailed
over rule, and in 1993, the fourth
generation James A. Baker joined
the fifth as members of the firm of
the Judge, Captain, and Junior.
-Source: J. H . Freeman,

The People of Baker Botts
{Houston: Bak Botts, 1992), 19.

Captain James A. Baker
(of the Houston Light
Guard) in 1879
Courtesy Houston Metropolitan
Research Center, Houston Pu blic Library

booming national economy. Good local
lawyers were needed to carve out legal
space for giant railroads and nationally
active industrial corporations in a Texas
legal system designed for a rural society.
The farmers and ranchers who had written the laws of Texas had set numerous
legal traps for large corporations. The
big businesses that emerged in the northeastern U nited States in the late nineteenth century could not function
smoothly under the restrictions imposed
by these Texas laws. As one of the largest
corporate law firms in one of the major
cities in Texas, Baker Botts represented
many "foreign" (that is, n on-Texan)
companies, rescuing them from these
legal traps, repairing the damage if possible, and finding ways to remove other
traps from the legal landscape.
Captain Baker and other corporate
lawyers helped organize and manage the
local banks that solidified ties between
Houston and the national economy.
Although strictly enforced state unit
banking laws restricted the growth of
Texas banks, Houston banks nonetheless
forge d important correspondent relationships with much larger "money center"
banks in New York City and Chicago.
Through these ties flowed capital critically
important to the region. The local
bankers who directed this flow into the
city came to assert considerable influence.
Captain Baker cemented his own connections in the east by spending summers in
the New York area, tending to vital business connections as his family escaped the
Texas heat.
New Yorl~ City figured into Baker's
involvement in one of the best examples of
city building in this era, the creation of a
major university in Houston. William
Marsh Rice had made a f orlune in
Houston before returning to New York
City in the late nineteenth century. To
show his gratitude to his adopted home,
Rice provided a $200,000 endowment in
a will written in 1891 for the creation of
an institute of higher education in
Houston. From the original charter until
his death in 1941, Captain Baker served
as chairman of the Board of Trustees of
the Rice Institute. While planning the
opening of Rice, Baker had to go to New
York City in 1900 to fight and win a
highly publicized legal battle to void a second Rice will. In the twenty-one years
from the chartering of Rice to its opening
in 1912, Baker and the rest of the board

.
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steadily built the Rice endowment. T his
enabled them to create an institution with
the resources to become a first-class university, despite its location in a relatively
small city far away from the traditional
centers of academic excellence in the East.
As a magnet attracting able and ambitious
young people to Houston and a source of
civic pride for Houstonians, Rice became a
symbol of a city on the move. As such, it
attracted broad support from the city's
business community after its opening.4
Along with other lawyers such as
Frank Andrews of Andrews & Kurth,
Captain Baker prepared the way for the
integration of H ouston into the national
economy. They created legal, financial,
and transportation connections to the
national economy that could be used by
others to build industry and trade. By
World War I, such ties had enabled
Houston to make important strides toward
defining a profitable and distinctive identity for itself in the national economy.
Making good use of the railroads and
the legal and financial networks they had
helped create, lumber, cotton, and oil catapulted Houston forward after the turn of
the twentieth century, drawing the capital,
jobs, and leaders required for it t o become
a major city. The cotton trade brought
M.D. Anderson and Will Clayton from
01'1lahoma City to Houston, which greatly
benefited as an international center for
the cotton trade. Oilman Joseph S.
Cullinan migrated from Pennsylvania to

A young Jesse Jones reigns as King Nottoc at the annual No-Tsu-Oh carnival in 1902.

Texas. A fter h elping establish the new
Texas oil industry at Corsicana in the late
1890s, he tool< a leading role in developing the giant Spindletop field near
Beaumont before making Houston his
h ome, as well as the headquarters of T he
Texas Company. Other oilmen, including
John Henry Kirby (wl10se empire included
timber and oil) and early leaders of
Humble O il (Ross Sterling, William

Farish, H arry Wiess, Robert Blaffer, and
Walter Fondren), established an influential presence in the city. H ouston's cotton
and oil-fueled prosperity fed a boosterism
with roots deep in the city's past. 5
The city's openness to "adopted sons"
was readily apparent in these critical years.
With its fast- moving econorny, the city
was t oo busy to wait for "old money" to
take ch arge of civic affairs. Indeed,
Houston had few old, established families
and interests. It welcomed newcomers of
an.Jiition and talent, quickly harnessing
their energies into the frenzied effort to
build a major city out of the people and
mon ey drawn to Houston by the ample
opportunities presented by oil and cotton.
Jesse Jones, for example, migrated to
Houston from Tennessee by way of Dallas
in 1898 at the age of 24. Only four
years after his move to the city, a youthful
Jones presided as King N ottoc ("cotton"
spelled baclxward) at the annual No-TsuOh Carnival celebrating cotton's importance t o the city. By that time, h e and others wh o flooded the city after the turn of
the century had already talwn a place
among Houst on's civic leadersl1.ip.
T he climax of this era of city building
was the dredging of a deepwater ship channel from H ouston to the Gulf of Mexico.
The cotton and oil industries had access
to broader marl<ets via rail and through
the nearby port of Galveston, but they
The Houston Review-volume 1, .no. 2 page 5

Jesse ]ones' Gulf Building under construction in 1928

wanted easier access to modern oceangoing vessels to expand their trade. The
deepening of the channel required the
support of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and the city's elite went to work
in the 1890s lobbying the federal government for this vital project. Closing ranks
behind Tom Ball, the region's sole representative in the U.S. House of
Representatives, Houston's business leaders finally sealed the deal in 1909 by creating a navigation district bacl<ed by the
power to raise $1.25 million in private
funds to match the Corps funding for
dredging a deepwater channel. This
"Houston plan" of providing private funding for public works on this scale had few
precedents. More than any event in
Houston's history, this episode became the
symbol of the "can do" attitude of the city's
aggressive business/civic elite. It became
the story Houston boosters told to illustrate that their city was more ambitious
and more innovative than others. 6
By 1914, when President Woodrow
Wilson pushed a button in the White
House that traveled via telegraph and shot
the canon at the official opening of the
new ship channel, H ouston was tightly
connected into the national economy. The
ship channel reinforced ties to national
and international marl<ets that the railroads had established in the late nineteenth century. An expanding pipeline system assured the flow of oil from fields
throughout the southwestern producing
regions to Gulf Coast refineries, from
which refined products or crude oil could
be shipped in tankers to markets around
page 6
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the world. The emergence to international
prominence of Houston-based companies
such as Anderson, Clayton and Company
in cotton and The Texas Company in oil
defined the region's new identity in the
national economy.
Houston still had a long way to go
before it could proclaim itself a mature
city. Rice Institute had opened in 1912;
in 1914 it remained little more than a
symbol of the city's quest for education
and culture. Civic leaders had constructed
a civic center that could be used to host a
variety of cultural events. Nina Cullinan
(the daughter of Joseph S. Cullinan) and
Ima Hogg (the daughter of former governor and Texaco investor James Hogg) had
migrated to Houston with their families,
but they had not yet emerged as leading
patrons of the arts. The establishment of
the Houston Symphony Society in 1913
provided a hint of things to come, but the
creation of institutions of "high culture"
would have to wait a while longer. The
city's civic leaders had roads to pave and
plumbing to move indoors before they
could turn their full attentions to operas
and museums.
But they were not too busy to address
another challenge posed for them by history: the creation of a new social/racial
order. Race was the most pressing social
issue facing Houston's leaders at the turn
of the twentieth century. A growing black
population reached almost 24,000 by
1910, drawn to the city by opportunities
for education and employment better than
those in rural Texas and Louisiana. In this
era, the city's white civic elite closed ranks
around a Texas variant of the Jim Crow
system imposed throughout the South.
Legal restrictions blocked equal access by
blacks to public accommodations, including schools. Jobs and housing remained
strictly segregated by custom. Poll taxes
and all-white primary elections (which in
the single-party South effectively chose
the Democratic candidate who usually
would win without real opposition in the
general election) severely limited the
political power of blacl<s.
Jim Crow enjoyed the near unanimous support of Houston's white population, including its business/civic leaders.
They embraced segregation as essential to
progress, since in their view it would
assure the social stability needed to foster
economic growth. No white leaders
stepped forward to oppose Jim Crow or to
offer alternatives. Given the pervasive

racism of the times, it is ahistorical to
look back and expect otherwise.
It is also ahistorical, however, to
ignore the long-run costs of segregation.
Jim Crow took an obvious, harsh toll on
individual black citizens while imposing
high, yet less obvious, costs on society as a
whole. Businesses paid the price of maintaining segregated labor markets and
restricting the access of black customers
to goods and services. All employers felt
the impact on potential workers of the
separate but unequal educational system.
The society as a whole lost the initiative
and energy of ambitious blacks who fled
the region to less hostile places such as
California in search of better social and
economic opportunities. The city, the
state, and the South as a whole bore the
political costs of a stunted form of
democracy in which a race-based single
party political system consistently neglected the needs of disenfranchised blacks
and poor whites. The economic irrationalities of maintaining a dual, racebased system of public accommodations
and education proved increasingly costly
as the city grew larger.
Yet believing in white supremacy and
enamored by the short-term benefits of a
cheap black labor force, Houston's business/civic leaders helped create and
defend Jim Crow. As they put their shoulders to the economic wheel to build a
dynamic economy, unfortunately they
embedded in this economy an unjust and
inefficient Jim Crow system that

remained a drag on the region 's development for m ore than three generations.7

The Era of Jesse Jones-World War I to World war II
Jesse Jones stood astride Houston's civic
elite in the interwar years. As a young
banker/developer before World War I,
Jones had helped collect the private funding that persuaded the Corps of Engineers
t o deepen the H ouston Ship Channel.
After the war, Jones became the symbol of
Houston's rapid emergence as a major city.
His background is discussed elsewh ere in
this issue, as are his efforts t o bring the
1 928 Democratic Convention to meet in
the city. He left distinctive marl~s on
Houston as a real estate developer and a
political figure. As a developer, he built
much of the city's growing skyline from
tl-1e turn of the century until his death in
1956. As one of the fi rst H oustonians t o
play a highly visible and powerful role in
n ation al politics, he made an even more
lasting impression on history. A physically
imposing man, Jesse Jones became "Mr.
Houst on" t o observers throughout the
n ation and t o younger civic leaders in the
city and even in Washington, D .C.8
H ouston rapidly industrialized in the
interwar years. T he land on both sides of
the new ship channel from H ouston t o
Texas City attracted an array of industrial
enterprises, with giant oil refineries and
petrochemical plants creating thousands
of new industrial jobs. Oil-related manufacturing in other part s of the city added

good jobs by the thousands. T he opportunities presented by these new factories
attracted a wave of migrants from rural
Texas and Louisiana, as well as numerous
professionals and m anagers from around
the nation. By 1940, H ouston h ad grown
spectacularly to a population of almost
400,000, with a strong, dynamic industrial foundation for future growth. 9
The surge of expansion down the ship
channel corridor durin g these years confirmed a pattern that continued to sh ape
Houston's growth into one of nation's
largest cities in terms of geographical area.
To the southeast, the Houston metropolitan area came to include such smaller
"refinery towns" as Pasadena, Deer Park,
Baytown, an d Texas City. Even befo re
World War II, H ouston had begun t o
reach out and absorb once "out lying" areas
in several direction s.
Despite such geographical sprawl in
the interwar years, downtown business
leaders continued to shape the city's development. Lawyers and bankers, including
Captain Baker himself, contin ued to take
leading roles in civic affairs, as did those
who owned and managed the region's
sprawling complex of cotton and oil-related activities. Among the growing number
of strong leaders in Houston in the
192 0 s, Jesse Jones stood out. When he
returned to H ouston from Washington,
D. C. after World War II, he became a gray
imminence in the city, serving as a role
m odel for several generations of younger
civic leaders. During his remarl~able

career, Jones h ad a h and in almost every
civic project in Houston for m ore than
half a century. A lthough he died in 1956,
through his personal involvement and his
impact on others, Jones' direct and indirect influen ce spanned most of the history
of twentieth-century Houst on. ' 0
In the 1 93 0 s and 1 940s, as Jones
worlwd in Washin gton as head of the
Recon struction F inance Corporation and
Secret ary of Commerce, a n ew gen eration
of business/civic leaders emerged in
Houston. These men represented the city's
new industrial econ omy. As their expanding companies fueled the region's industrial growth, they began to identify a common interest in civic affairs. As World
War II ended and the region moved into a
sustained postwar boom, they were poised
to assert leadership. Independently wealthy
and relatively young, they had already
built successful companies and they
looked forward to the challenge of h elping
Houston move into the ranl~s of what they
called the "major league cities."

The Era of BF and Manv Mo~
World War II to the 1980s
In the postwar boom, this n ew gen eration
of business/civic leaders did just that.
Their various enterprises, along with the
Houston-area operations of major corporations based outside the region, created a
tidal wave of jobs that moved th e economy forward. W ith their personal fortunes
and energies, th ey built cultural instituContinued on page 31

, .A view of downtown Houston in the 1950s, with many of ]ones' buildings filling the skyline.
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and the Mal<ing of Houston's Civic
Before the Second Reconstruction

~the prover-

bial nose on a spited
face, Carter Wesley
is an overlooked figc
ure
in the history of
g
H ouston and civ:ic
leadership in the
~§
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U.S. South. The
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Bakers, Browns,
Id°'
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Worthams,
and
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UI
other prominent
Carter Wesley (1892-1969)
white H oustonians
have received ample
treatment in the scholarly literature.
Recently, worthy book-length studies have
appeared on lesser known black community
leaders like Lulu B. White and Eldrewey
Stearns, as well as prominent national leaders who hail from Houston such as Barbara
Jordan. But Wesley still has not attracted
the attention he is due. This essay offers a
glimpse of how life in and outside of
Houston made Carter Wesley and how he,
in turn, helped make the civ:ic culture of
modern Houston. It prov:ides a thumbnail
sketch of a complex and courageous indiv:idual whose life spanned the first twothirds of the twentieth century. Wesley
made a difference in the history of
Houston. A n account of his life points to
some of the important historical events and
themes that should be considered in a larger inquiry of the multiple centers of civ:ic
leadership in a southern metropolis such as
Houston in the Jim Crow era.
Born A pril 29, 1892, Carter was one
of three sons raised by Mabel and Harry

~
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l

Wesley in Freedmen's Town, Houston's earliest and most successfully established black
neighborhood that abutted the downtown
governmental and business core. Thirty
years before Carter's birth, his mother was
the firstborn child of enslaved Africans on
a plantation in Montgomery County, Texas.
Historians Patricia Smith Prather and Bob
Lee note that Mabel Green had no commonly accepted "right to an education." By
the time of Carter's birth, however, his
mother had established a name for herself
as a teacher in the schools of Houston. The
type of education she knew stressed religious "character" training and basic preparation for farming or menial labor jobs.
Schools taught humility and obedience, as
well as manual labor and minor artisan
trades. Mabel Wesley, however, knew education should and could serve to produce
democratic citizens, free human beings who
would rather die than live as slaves. Carter
absorbed her modernist outlook, emerging
as one of Houston's foremost civ:ic leaders.
He led the way in reshaping the civ:ic culture that prepared the southern metropolis
for the Civ:il and Voting Rights Acts of the
1960s and the mass black self-investiture
in U.S. citizenship known as the Second
Reconstruction.1
Wesley's story has its origin in his
grandparent's exodus from slave plantation
life. Located about f orly miles north of
Houston, Montgomery County had slightly
more blacks than whites in the 1860 census. Postwar Reconstruction-era politics
gave Republican black and white men dominance over the elected offices of the Black

Belt county. By the early 1870s, however,
white supremacists deployed tactics ranging
from sporadic acts of v:iolence, threatened
harm, literacy tests, and the White Primary
to effectively strip blacks of the vote and of
v:irtually any efficacy in the political arena.
The White Primary barred blacks from
voting in the Democratic Party primaries as
a means of establishing blacks as a separate
and inferior race. 2
The White Democratic Primary
became the issue on which a young Carter
Wesley would cut his political teeth. The
same practices that spurred his grandparents' migration from Montgomery County
to Houston propelled him fifty years later
to challenge the White Primary as an
unconstitutional, racist policy. The intergenerational tradition of struggle within the
Wesley family, then, went from egress to
education to direct political action by way
of litigation and public agitation. 3
By voting with their feet and mov:ing
to Houston, the Greens taught their daughter Mabel an important lesson about the
necessity to resist the dehumanization of
slavery. She took up education as a weapon
of struggle and became one of the earliest
students enrolled at the Gregory Institute
in Houston's Freedmen's Town. At eighteen, she began building a record of achievement teaching at several educational institutions for blacks including Oats Prairie
School, the Chaneyv:ille School, and the
First Ward School.
She so impressed school district officials that in 1917 they named her principal
of the newly opened Crawford Elementary

• Amilcar Shabazz is an associate professor of American Studies at the University of Alabama. He is the author of Advancing Democracy: African
Americans and the Strug;1/e for Access and Equity in Higher Education in Texas (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2004). He is
currently working on a biography of Carter Wesley.
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(1912), stoked Wesley's desire to become a
School. Without a college degree, she
race man, with all the masculine implicabecame the first African American woman
tions of the term, who opposed racial
to assume a leadership position that customarily went to men. Throughout this
injustice and worked to improve the contime she continued her post-secondary
ditions of African Americans through
education by attending school at Prairie
civic activism. The malevolent winds of
war in Europe and racial violence in the
View A&M University, the sole state-supUnited States, however, interrupted
ported college restricted by Texas law to
Wesley's plans even as they steeled his
blacks only. Studying in the summer
youthful idealism into a lifelong crusade. 6
months, she earned h er baccalaureate
4
In June 1917, Wesley enrolled at a
degree in 1930.
Carter Wesley's schooling proceeded more directly than his
mother's. Shortly after graduating
high school in 1911, he moved to
Nashville to attend Fisk
University, which held claim to a
reputation as a leading private university for African Americans. He
excelled at Fisk, and in 1917, was
awarded a B. A. degree, magna
cum laude. Wesley sought an
understanding of himself and of
his future as a person of African
descent in a European-Americandominated world. His chief influence was Fisk's greatest alumnus,
William Edward Burghardt Du
Bois. After graduating from Fisk
some four decades before Wesley
arrived there, Du Bois had become
the most widely l<nown and
respected African American man
of letters. His classic book The
Souls of Black Folks (1903) and his
editorship of Crisis, the monthly
magazine of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP), put
him at the pinnacle of renown by
the time Wesley matriculated at
Black soldiers at Camp Logan.
Fisk. As a young man, Wesley
could read the April 1915 issue of
the Crisis, Du Bois' essay on "The
black officers' training camp located at Fort
Immediate Program of the American
Des Moines, Iowa. After completing the
Negro," and consider the future course of
program he received his commission as a
his life. Du Bois spoke for his generation
first lieutenant, making him one of the first
when he wrote that "the American Negro
black junior officers since Colonel Charles
demands equality-political equality,
Young led blacl< troops of the 10th Cavalry
industrial equality and social equality; and
into combat during "Blacl< Jacl/ Pershing's
he is never going to rest satisfied with anyPunitive Expedition in Mexico.
thing less." 5
As Wesley trained to be a military offiSecond only in importance to Du
cer, an event occurred in his hometown that
Bois in Wesley's emerging political contested his faith in Du Bois' "close ranks"
sciousness was the lawyer turned poet,
appeal that wartime service marl<ed the
scholar, and writer, James Weldon
pathway to equal rights and justice in the
Johnson. Wesley admired him and joined
U.S.A. and abroad. On August 23, 1917,
the NAACP when Johnson was the
a blacl< soldier of the 3rd Battalion, 24th
national secretary. Johnson's novel, The
Infantry Regiment, stationed on the outskirts of the city to guard the construction
Autobiography of an Bx-Colored Man

of Camp Logan, encountered a Houston
police officer mercilessly beating a blacl<
woman. When the soldier questioned what
was the matter, the officer stopped beating
her and billy-clubbed him before arresting
and taking him to jail. At the police station,
officials quicl<ly released the soldier, but not
before a black corporal, unaware of the soldier's release, went to check on his comrade
only to be chased, shot at, pummeled, and
locked up.
When the news of the second
incident reached Camp Logan,
over a hundred soldiers took
am1nunition and weapons and
marched into the city to "punish"
the hated Houston police force.
The death toll in the fighting
claimed five policemen, two white
soldiers, nine white or Latino
civilians, and four of the blacl<
mutineers. At Fort Des Moines
Wesley wondered about the fate of
the soldiers who had revolted.
Could they get fair trials? Would
the long train of racist abuses that
~ blacb, civilians, and soldiers alil<e
~ had endured in what the Chamber
~ of Commerce dubbed "Heavenly
~ Houston,1 be taben into consider£ ation at the sentencing of those
1· court-martialed? In the fate of
:;; uniformed black men in his birth~ place Wesley assayed the nature of
~ the very American democracy he
8_ was training to defend. 7
~
In November 1917, the army
.Q assigned Wesley to the 92nd
Division at Camp Funston,
~ Kansas, and on December 22, he
and the world learned the court's
decision. Out of sixty-three persons charged both with mutiny in
a fone of war and premeditated murder,
thirteen men received the death penalty and
hung until dead that day at Fort Sam
Houston near San Antonio. Five men
received their freedom, while the majority
got a sentence of life at hard labor.
In the aftermath of the mutiny, Wesley
not only felt concern for the legal predicament of the soldiers, but he also worried
about the welfare of his family and friends
in a city where already poor relations
between the races had worsened. Despite
the fact that Houston's civilian black community took no part in the day of fighting,
the Houston police adopted a policy of collective punislunent.
Somehow, Wesley had to overcome his
1
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worries and get on with the bloody business
Oklahoma from a desire to build black
entrepreneur in the construction business,
in Europe. Serving in the 3 72nd Infantry
power? Atkins started his practice in Tulsa,
brokered land deals through the Safety
Regiment under the command of the
a city that underwent a terrible race riot in
Loan and Brokerage Company, and made a
French Army, he fought in the Argonne
1921, one of the worst in U.S. history.
sizable capital investment in Clifton F.
Pooling their talent and resources in the
and the Verdun region in World War I.
Richardson's The Informer, a black commuface. of intense racist terror and violence,
After transfer to the 370th, Wesley took
nity newspaper. In 1931, his law firm with
part in the battle of Oise-Aisne on
Wesley migrated to nearby Muskogee and
Atkins added a third partner, James
got Atkins to join him in setting up a law
September 27, 1918. When his captain
Madison Nabrit, Jr., a N~rthwestern
firm together. Their practice rapidly
received a severe combat wound, Wesley
University School of Law honors graduate.
assumed command. The armistice that
Like Wesley and Atkins, Nabrit shared solid
accrued financial success representing
Creek freedmen who owned land containlegal training and a commitment to public
ended the war denied Wesley a chance at a
ing crude oil. Local whites, acting as sosignificant combat command role and, in
interest litigation. This new Houston law
called guardians, had been taking the proffirm had 15% of the black lawyers in
February of 1919, he returned to the U.S.
its from these lands.
Texas, since in 1930 there were only twenThat fall he enrolled at Northwestern
Wesley prospered, but personal as well
ty black lawyers in the entire state. The field
University's law school in Illinois. 8
Wesley's choice to join the legal
was wide open to make a mark.
profession, instead of fallowing in his
Wesley, the native Houstonian in
mother's schoolteacher footsteps,
the firm, quickly became a major
reflected Wesley's point of view that
player in black Houston's social,
his people needed men and women
political, and economic renaissance.
educated in the law to fight for human
Before their arrival, Francis Scott
and civil rights. He had for role modKey Whittaker had the main black
els few African American lawyers and
law office in the city. A Harvard
almost none in high-status, highUniversity law school graduate,
paying, influential positions. White
Whittaker opened his office in
politicians, lawyers, and judges com1923. When Wesley and Nabrit
bined to restrict the legal practice of
entered the black struggle in Texas
African American attorneys to an
for full voting rights, other lawyersall-black clientele, mostly in family
both black and white-had unsucand other civil law matters.
cessfully litigated numerous lawsuits
Materialist dreams of wealth,
from Beaumont to El Paso. Wesley,
however, are unlikely sources for
however, was egotistical enough to
Wesley's decision to pursue a law
believe that he could bring a case
degree. Wesley's mother had been
before the United States Supreme
enslaved and had committed herself to
Court and change history.
the promotion of learning among the
The NAACP, however, from its
children of Houston. Her son, howevheadquarters in New York, considered
er, was a pragmatic man of action in
~ itself the pioneer and leader of the
-.2
the grips of an ideology of black
-; constitutional law fight for the rights
power. In the 1920s, the law offered a
~ of African Americans. Although
talented and risk-taking person a cut~ Texas activists and the NAACP
ting edge lifestyle. It guaranteed a
u national office shared common goals
Among Wesley's many undertakings, his involvement in
dynamic, exciting life spent helping
of wanting to defeat white supremaThe Informer made him one of the most irifluential black civic
people resolve their conflicts in an
cist laws and practices in the courts,
leaders in Texas.
orderly way, or it meant nothing at all.
the leadership issue became a thorny
Wesley, truly a man of the modern age,
as business factors pushed and lured him
and recurring problem. Wesley and his
wanted to be in the center of things, leading
out of Oklahoma in 1927. Dodging compartners did not flinch from head-on collisociety toward progressive change. He
plaints that he and Atlxins had overcharged
sions with the NAACP legal team. They
expressed an interest, not only for a seizure
their Afro-Native American clients to
particularly objected to the NAACP's
of personal status, but of power, especially
amass personal f orlunes, Wesley began
reliance on white lawyers in the early years
of power vested in a historically constructed
planning a return to Houston to make a
of the legal campaign, when capable black
black identity. 9
fresh start, career-wise. 10 He entered
lawyers like themselves were available.
After Wesley's graduation from law
Oklahoma when people of color were at a
Partly as a result of their objections, the
school he moved to Oklahoma. Why he
nadir and brought quality legal expertise.
NAACP's national office would come
moved there raises interesting questions
Wesley, the race man, may have left the
around to hiring the Dean of Howard
about his enactment of the race man narraSooner State a rich man, but he had not yet
University's law school, Charles Hamilton
come into his own as a leader.
tive. Did he and Jasper "Jack" Alston
Houston, an African American graduate
Atkins, Wesley's friend from his Fisk
In Houston, Wesley entered a very difof Harvard University, to direct its legal
University days who earned his law degree
ferent business, political, and social envicampaign. From that step toward embracronment. He launched his career as an
at Yale, start their practice of the law in
ing diversity and supporting a greater
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African American presence at the bar,
Charles Houston's own student, Thurgood
Marshall became the NAACP's chief
counsel and, in later years, the first African
American U .S. Supreme Court justice.
The conflict between Wesley and the
NAACP extended to the area of legal tactics and strategies in the fight against the
whites-only primary elections, but ultimately unity prevailed. After almost a quarter century of lawsuits, black Texans finally
won the battle in 1944 with the Smith v.
Al/wright decision. In this case named for
Lonnie Smith, a black dentist in Houston,
Wesley and Marshall worked together to get
the Supreme Court to rule that blacks
could not be barred from voting in the
Democratic Party Primary in Texas or in
any of a number of states where white party
oHicials practiced such exclusion. It was in
Wesley's oHice that he and Marshall prepared the brief that convinced the Court to
strike a blow for the voting rights of
African Americans. Wesley worked with
Marshall on the lawsuit as a consultant and
as a political and financial backer.
Nearly a decade before the Smith ruling, Wesley reduced his practice of law to
become more involved with The Informer,
stepping on the back of Clifton Richardson
to become the main owner with editorial
control of the paper. He started as the
paper's auditor in 1929, moved the next
year to become vice president,
followed by general manager and
treasurer before the end of
1932. After an acrimonious
feud over the journalistic and
financial policies at The Informer,
Wesley bought out Richardson's
interest in the paper.
In 1933, another aspect of
Wesley's life changed. He married
Doris Wooten and soon had two
newborn infants in his household. Wooten had been his partner in running the newspaper
after 1932. Thus, when Atl<ins
left Houston in 1936 to join the
faculty of Howard University's
law school, Wesley had become
more a publisher than a lawyer.
Whether liking him or not,
black Houstonians came to recognize Wesley as a civic leader.
Lorenzo Greene, a traveling
salesman of Carter G. Woodson's
books and publications, provides
a firsthand account of Wesley's
public stature. During his pass

through Houston in 1930, Greene recorded in his travel diary notes on his meeting
Carter Wesley. He stated that he was deeply
impressed that a man in his thirties was so
business-minded, successful, and prominent. Marveling over what a "progressive
young man" Wesley was, he stated that the
publisher "made a fine publicity man for
me" by telling others about him. In trying
to sell his bool<s, he observed that Wesley
"finally succumbed when I appealed to his
ego. (I] told him that his name listed
[among the purchasers] would induce others
to do likewise." Greene's comments about
Wesley suggest a pompous streak, but also
acknowledge him as a recognized leader. 11
Wesley's civic activities were wide ranging. His paper and the publicity it generated
placed him in a prominent position in
Houston's black community. He took part
in campaigns as diverse as getting blacks to
pay their poll taxes and to vote, opposition
to capital punishment and racial injustice in
the courts or at the hands of the police,
lawsuits against Jim Crow laws and racial
segregation, trade union organization, and
raising funds for the city's junior and, later,
senior college for African Americans. His
own organizing and capacity-building work
included a local council of black organizations, a statewide group called the Texas
Council on Negro Organizations, the
NAACP at the local, state, regional, and

national levels, plus other regional and
national associations concerning newspaper
publishing, advertising, educational equalization, and interracial alliance-building.
John Gunther, a best-selling author of
travelogues from around the world and
across the United States, took notice of
Wesley in his 1949 book Inside U S. A. In
a passage commenting on the "Negro issue"
in Texas, he wrote:
The most interesting Negro in
Texas ... is probably a moderate named
Carter Wesley, the publisher of a
string of newspapers including the
Houston Defender and Informer, the
Fort Worth Mind, the Dallas Express,
the oldest Negro paper in the state.
All told Wesley's papers have a circulation of about sixty thousand; they
are intelligently edited and vigorously
outspoken on most issues. Wesley is
now fifty-three. 12
The height of Wesley's influence and
success as a newspaper publisher and civic
leader came in the period fallowing the
Smith victory and the end of the Second
World War. Besides the cities Gunther
noted, Wesley also published papers or local
editions in San Antonio and San Diego,
California, and as far to the east as New
Orleans, Louisiana, Mobile, Alabama, and
Memphis, Tennessee. Moreover, in 1945
Wesley's paper was the largest
black-owned business in
Houston in terms of the number of people it employed, its
gross income, and property. At
the national level, Wesley was a
founder of Associated
Publishers, Inc., a black advertising business; a recognized
leader in the National
Newspaper Publishers
Association; and among an
elite group of black newspaper
editors who met during the war
with President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt in the White House.
In 1948 the U.S. government
sent him and ten other black
publishers to Germany to
investigate the racial discrimination claims of black servicemen. Closer to home, however,
Wesley's major campaign was
for African American access
and equity in education.
The "all-out war for
The Houston Review-volume l, no.
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Texans. He fought for black colleges in the
Wesley also personally supported the
democracy" in education, as he and other
man who would file the major test case
pages of his newspapers, at the state capitol,
blacks described their struggle, was multiagainst segregated higher education.
and in courtrooms. Although intimately
faceted and complex. In a word, Wesley
familiar with the relative inadequacy of
Heman Sweatt, who qualified in every way
wanted the state to equalize the educational
resources and standing of many black colfor admission to UT's law sch ool except
opportunities and resources it afforded to
that he was racially identified as a Negro,
leges, he recognized that they provided
whites with that afforded to blacks. In prinhigher education to the majority of African
filed suit in 1946. While the suit worked
ciple and in the long run, he supported
American undergraduates and would conits way to the Supreme Court, Wesley
integration of the races, but in practice he
tinue to do so throughout his lifetime and
placed Sweatt on his payroll as an Informer
demanded immediate improvements to and
beyond. He foresaw that black schools
employee. N o one, besides men and
increased resources for the schools the state
would continue to be the only institutions
women like Sweatt who braved white reacrestricted to black students only. In 1945,
available to most black students for howevtion by applying to universities whites
at the postsecondary level, that meant the
er many years it would take to bury the
banned them from, did more for the
college at Prairie View.
Supreme Court's 1896 Pfessy decision,
struggle to eradicate segregation in Texas
Two contradictions arose in working
which sanctioned racial discrimination
education than Carter Wesley.
exclusively for an increase in state funding
across the United States on the basis that
As he built his reputation as an enemy
for Prairie View. First, the state constitu"separate but equal" treatment did not vioof segregation, Wesley was also one of the
tion for more than seven decades had
greatest backers of the Texas schools where
late the equal protection clause of the U.S.
promised the creation of a second universiConstitution's 14th amendment. Wesley
the actual educating of African Americans
ty for blacks that would be equivalent to the
took place. The state's black college at
refused to demonize black colleges and uniUniversity of Texas at Austin. The state
versities to win converts to the
never acted to fulfill its consticrusade to put black faces in
tutional mandate and black
white spaces.
Texans never forgot the original
Lulu Belle White, an educapromise. Secondly, a limited
tor turned activist and a friend
campaign to get state legislators
of Wesley's through the many
in Austin to improve Prairie
years of the fight against black
View consistently met with failexclusion from the Democratic
ure. The state refused to heed
Party primaries, took issue with
pleas for funding increases
the publisher's two-line strategy
regardless of whether they came
regarding black educational
from blacks or from white State
advancement. Consistent with
Department of Education officials. The legislature concerned
the position Thurgood Marshall
and the central leadership of the
itself with the improvement of
MUSIC BY I. H. . SMALLEY
white institutions of higher eduNAACP advocated in the late
1940s, White adopted the view
cation and cared nothing at all
that segregated black schools
about the needs of the state's
were no more than monuments
disenfranchised black minority.
.~. ..:~Athnissiorr-;•;RE :S1't E:$16~-;A,. '
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~ rejected the state's compromise
pronged strategy. He supported
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measures of increased funding to
a direct assault on segregation
Wesley took an active role in Heman Sweatt ~ legal battle against segregation at
black
higher education that arose
while at the same time pleading,
the University of Texas law school.
in
response
to Sweatt's lawsuit.
demanding, and taking whatever
financial gestures could be
They amounted to gestures that
wrung out of the lily-white state legislature
Prairie View, the Houston College for
were too little, too late. A militant race
for the benefit of Prairie View or towards
Negroes (established as a municipal junior
woman from her college days, the fight
the creation of the long-promised black
college in 1927), and the eleven black, priagainst fascism in Europe and Asia conUT. He recognized that the direct assault
vate colleges across the state had no better
comitant with the battle for human rights
friend than Wesley. His papers boosted the
on the whites-only admissions policy could
inside the U.S. propelled White to go
image of these institutions by recording and
push whites toward finally appropriating the
beyond a service role in the black freedom
finances to upgrade black schools. Along
trumpeting their successes and victories,
struggle. She accepted a leadership posithe first line of attack, Wesley put his
however big or small. H e personally donattion as the executive secretary of the
m oney where his mouth was and h elped
ed time and energy toward various projects,
NAACP's H ouston branch. In 1943, she
raise thousands of dollars for an anti-segreespecially major fund-raising campaigns.
was the only woman in the South to hold
Wesley was a relentless and incisive critic of
gation lawsuit. Through news articles and
such a full-time salaried position.
the state and its white majority for
his columns, he influenced public opinion,
When the difference between Wesley
especially in making the black community
hypocrisy, duplicity, inertia, and apathy
and Marshall on political tactics crystalbelieve that it could force black bodies into
toward the black institutions that did so
lized, White put her "acid-tongue" behind
white spaces.
much good work for the well-being of all
the NAACP position and against Wesley.
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column, "The Ram's Horn" that: "Even if
revolution that brought on many changes in
She lambasted him before members of the
Sweatt enters the University of Texas, we
Texas and beyond. He acted behind the
movement and in broader public discourse
will not want to get rid of Texas State
scenes to help blacks take school districts
as clinging to the posture of yesterday's
University for Negroes ... the Texas
and other state universities and junior colNegro, the stooping, eyes to the ground, hat
Constitution decrees separation provided it
leges to court either to equalize black instiin hand, Step N. Fetchit-type Negro.
tutions or to admit blacks into schools
is equal, why sh ouldn't we make them carry
Wesley never had been such a man and his
whites barred them from. He demanded
out the Constitution and equalize Texas
tremendous ego did not allow him to suffer
State University in toto with the University
educational equity while constantly declarsuch an ignominious characterization pasof Texas?" A year later, the Supreme Court
ing that legally enforced separation of the
sively. He never accepted white men who
races was a crime against humanity.
ordered Texas to admit Sweatt into the UT
disrespectfully honked their horns at black
law school. African Americans began
In 1969, when Wesley passed on,
women as they wallwd in their neighborH ouston lost one of its most important
entering UT in the summer of 1950, but
h oods. He did not accept their addressing
civic leaders. He, more than anyone in the
only in graduate programs and professional
black women without using the courtesy
8F crowd of white businessmen, spurred
sch ools. W D. McClennan, a faculty memtitles of "Miss" or "Mrs." as they customarily
the desegregation of Houston. Critically, he
ber at Austin's Samuel Huston College,
addressed other women. He never accepted
challenged the rhetoric and reality of white
entered its doctoral program in mathematwhites calling an adult African American
racial hierarchy. Imaginatively, he popularics and John Chase, who later became a
man "boy" or white soldiers in the U.S. milized the vocabulary for speaking into being
major Houston-based architect, entered the
itary refusing to salute blacl_, officers who
architecture school.
a new civic culture. His tocsin came n ot
outranked them. So when Lulu B. White
from a trumpet but a ram's horn.
portrayed him as a "sell-out" to
Ultimately, the civil rights movehis race over a tactical dispute, he
tagged back.
ment Wesley sounded into action
modernized the southern system
Wesley charged White and
the NAACP generally with wantof racial hierarchy, helping save it
from itself.
ing to monopolize the battlefield
The movement pushed a
for equal rights and justice. Most
racial state to demonstrate its
damningly, he claimed that they
obedience to the rule of law, to
were fomenting division within
the united front that leaders of
become less opaque, more
black organizations in Texas had
rational and insidious. Wesley
recognized and was deeply
forged since the 1930s. Added
to this, in the postwar period
troubled by the potential for a
marJ_,ed by anti-Red hysteria,
civil rights movement focused
Wesley wailed that White was a
on changing white spaces into
communist and sympathetic to
public spaces open t o African
Marxism-Leninism.
Americans. This might amount
Marshall, as NAACP chief
to a reform of racial caste
counsel, joined in the attack on
arrangements in the U.S. rather
Wesley and expanded the conflict
than a transformation of it. His
© solution centered on black peointo a national brouhaha for a
§
period of several months.
'J.l pie sustaining a collective ethos
U ltimately the Wesley-White
J! of independence and selffeud ended in defeat for White,
....,.~-"reliance. He never backed down
~--"'S
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·N_'D_L~_G~··-"_· ~ 3 from his two-line approach
and the rhetorical shoot-out
The Informer provided a forum for writers and artists alike to challenge the
between Wesley and Marshall
despite attempts by his adverracial status quo.
resulted in a draw. In June of
saries t o malign him as a sell-

f

1949, White resigned from her
position with the Houston branch of the
NAACP. Soon thereafter the NAACP
national leadership focused its pubhc statements more on the side of the benefits that
would accrue to society from the elimination of segregation and refrained from
wholesale condemnations of historically
black colleges and universities.
For his part, Wesley never wavered in
his full and overt support for Sweatt's right
to attend UT and the fight against segregation. On July 2, 1949, shortly after
White's resignation, he maintained in his

UT officials continued, however, to
refuse black applicants to its undergraduate
programs until the middle of the decade
following the Court's landmark ruling in
the Brown case. Even with that decision,
which overturned Pfessy and seemed to
strike at the white supremacist doctrine of
racial hierarchy it legitimized, the state of
Texas did not mandate the elimination of
race as a requirement of admission at all its
state-supported institutions of higher learning until 1965.
Wesley was a pivotal figure in the social

out to his race and t o marginalize him as a civic leader. Perhaps Wesley
is a minor player in the public memory of
the twentieth-century South and
Houston because historians continue to
worry about defending the South and its
tradition-laden past, or obsess over
dreams of integration that scarcely ever
result in tangible improvements in the
lives of most African A merican s.
Perhaps a deeper remembering of Cart er
Wesley and what he stood for might foster
the imagining of a freer Houston. •
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A Conversation about "Mr. Houston"
Steven Fenberg is community affairs officer
at Houston Endowment Inc., a philanthropic foundation established by Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse H . Jones. After assembling an archive,
conducting an oral history project, and producing a permanent exhibit about the
Joneses for the foundation, Mr. Fenberg
wrote and was executive producer of the
Emmy award-winning PBS documentary,

Brother, Can You Spare a Billion? The Story of
Jesse H. Jones . Mr. Fenberg is currently
working on a biography about Jesse Jones.
Joseph Pratt sat down with Mr. Fenberg
to talk about the film , his years of research ,
and the man in question- Jesse Jones.

JP: Steven, let's start with the basic question:
Wl1at do you see as special about Jesse
Jones? Then we can talk about how you
came to study him.
SF: As chairman of the federal government's Reconstruction Finance
Corporation during the Great
D epression, Jesse Jon es established
massive agencies t o combat the catastrophe. While helping rnillions of citizens and thousands of businesses he
m ade m oney for the federal governm ent during one of the nation's most
disastrous events. His accomplishments have great relevance today, and
I wanted to learn how he did what he
did, why he was so successful, and
wl1at could be applied to today's pressing issues.
I first discovered Jones' forgotten
role in b.istory while I was assembling
his archives at H ouston Endowment,
the philanthropic foundati on he
established with h is wife, Mary, in
193 7. I began working at the foundation in 1992 on the annual report,
and I was supposed to be there for just
p age
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]esse]ones with President Roosevelt in 1939 _

three m onths. At that time, the
foundation was in the process of
moving from the Banl:<ers Mortgage
Building, which Mr. Jones had originally built in 1908 for the Texas
Company. Most of Mr. Jones' business and personal papers had been
stored in boxes and safes in the
building, and they had never been

organized or preserved until the foun dation's new president, Joe Nelson,
and grant officer Ann Hamilton,
realized how important they were.
After I complet ed the annual report, I
was asked if I would lil<e to assemble
an arcl1ive with architectural historian
Barrie Scardino . I quickly agreed and
often found myself sitting alone on

the fifth floor, where Mr. Jones' office
used to be, unfolding these amazing
documents, reading them and discovering just who Jesse Jones was.
That's when I started to realize
the magnitude of his contributions
both locally and nationally, that he
was instrumental in saving capitalism
during the Great Depression and in
militarizing industry in time to fight
and win World War II. I also began to
see how he embodied the best of capitalism as I noticed how he used the
economic system not just to increase
his personal wealth but to also consciously and simultaneously improve
the common good.

JP: At the RFC, ]ones put to work for the
government the banker's skills he had
learned in Houston. He had the responsibility of picking which companies were
worth saving and which were not. Many
who lived in Houston in the 1930s recall
that he was particularly good to
Houstonians. Do you see any evidence
that Houstonians had a friend at the
RFC?
SF: Houston did have a friend in
Washington, D .C. But I can't say that
other places were neglected because
he had an allegiance to Houston. He
distributed RFC funds to every congressional district in the United
States and, as a result, congressmen
were beholden t o Jesse Jones. Most
citizens appreciated his efforts,

During the Great Depression, Jones and the RFC reopened closed banks, saved
farms, homes, and businesses and built, dams, aqueducts, and bridges
throughout the United States. In 1936,]ones visited and inspected the new
San Francisco Bay Bridge.

Jesse ]ones built (clockwise from the top left) the
Bristol Hotel, The original Texas Company
Building, and the Houston Chronicle Building
between 1907 and 1909. At ten floors, they were
Houston's tallest buildings.

Jesse ]ones launching the "Mirabeau B. Lamar,"
Houston Shipbuilding Company, 1942. ]ones and the
RFC placed many shipyards and chemical plants along
the Texas Gulf Coast to help build Roosevelt's "Arsenal
of Democracy."
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whether he and the RFC were saving
banks in Detroit, paying teachers in
Chicago, or bringing electricity to
remote farms in Appalachia.
Even so, his government service
clearly had a great impact on
Houston, especially during World
War II. The petrochemical industry is
a great example. He located many
plants in the area during World War
II, most notably to manufacture
butadiene and synthetic rubber, an
industry the RFC developed from the
lab to preempt the almost certain loss
to the Japanese of the natural rubber
supplies in the Pacific. Maybe he
chose those sites because he was a
Houstonian and knew that the Gulf
Coast was the safest and most logical
location because of the proximity to
the petroleum industry and to international shipping facilities . I don't
think that he favored Houston for
any selfish motive or overlooked
other places because he wanted to
give Houston or his interests the
upper hand. I've never seen any evidence of that.
The scope of Jones' roles during
the Great Depression and World
War II is unprecedented, especially
for an unelected, appointed official.
Congress never once turned down
his request for an RFC appropria-

tion, and he created and ran dozens
of agencies, some of which exist
today, including Fannie Mae and the
Export-Import Bank. He was able
to do so much because he was decisive, he knew how to delegate, and
he was trusted. He picl-ced the best
people he could find to do the job
page 16
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smaller monuments throughout
Texas that commemorate significant
battles and events.
JP: Help me remember. Was the San
Jacinto Monument a Works Progress
Administration (WPA) project?
SF: The monument cost about $1.5 million, of which $300,000 came from
the State of Texas, $400,000 from
the $3 million appropriated by
Congress for the celebration of the
Texas Centennial, a small amount
came from the City of Houston, and
the balance came from the Public
Works Administration (PWA) and the
WPA. President Roosevelt went to
the battlefield with Mr. Jones prior to
the selection of the site and approved
the expenditures for the monument.
Before Jones took the microphone for a national
radio broadcast, Vice President john Nance
Garner introduced him saying, "He Uones] has
allocated and loaned more money to various
institutions and enterprises than any other man
in the history of the world. "

and let them do their work. In the
midst of dealing with the national
economic and social meltdown,
Jones also served as chairman of the
Texas Centennial Commission,
which was created in 1926 to celebrate the 1936 centennial of

Texas's independence from Mexico.
The San Jacinto Monument is probably the most apparent result of his
efforts. He designed the monument
and decided where it should go. In
addition to the San Jacinto
Monument and parts of Fair Parl< in
Dallas, the commission placed

JP: So, Jones attracted your interest, and you
have spent more than a decade of your
life learning more about him ?
SF: As I began assembling the archive, I
realized people were still around who
knew Mr. Jones, so I proposed and
initiated an oral history project at
about the time the foundation was
moving from the Bankers Mortgage
Building into its new offices in the
Chase Tower. Provisions had been
made in the new offices for an exhibit
about Mr. Jones, so I also began to
extract interesting materials from the
archive as I was assembling it. I ended
up curating and producing the foundation's exhibit and doing the oral
history project. I collected approximately 45 interviews, and some of

of reporting about the wonderful
activities of the philanthropic foundation he establish ed. Houston
Endowment is a prime example of
Jones' use of capitalism t o improve
the common good and is one of his
most shining legacies.

JP: Let's talk some about the process of making that film. You say you had to "put it
in television language" for PBS. How
difficult was that to do ?

Edith Wilson and Mary Gibbs ]ones Selling War
Bonds during World War II.

those I spol<e with have already passed
away, including Harris Masterson,
Stanley Marcus, and Harvey Wheeler,
who broadcast the 1928 Democratic
convention in H ouston from the roof
of the Rice Hotel for KPRC.
It became apparent through these
efforts that there was real interest in
Mr. Jones and that his place in history
deserved to be remembered. I thought
a documentary film would reach the
most people because, if done right, it
would be seen by students in schools
and by millions of people on TV
Houston Endowment's board agreed
to fund the project through KUHTTY, and I served as executive producer and writer. I developed a script and
Eric Stange, who I had hired as producer and director, helped put it into
television language. The end result
was Brother, Can You Spare a Billion:
The Story ofJesse H. Jones. I'm
pleased to say it was broadcast
nationally on PBS.
In addition to having the honor of
preserving and presenting inf ormation about Mr. Jon es, I am also community affairs officer for Houston
Endowment. I write and produce the
foundation's annual report, maintai n
its Web site, respond to media
inquiries, assist grant recipients with
press releases, and provide appropriate parties with exhibition materials.
In other words, I haven't devoted the
last dozen years solely t o Mr. Jones,
because I've also had the privilege

SF: The greatest challenge was telling Mr.
Jones' m onumental story in 55 minutes. We had to decide which stories
to tell and which ones to leave out .
For instance, The Woodrow Wilsons
and the Joneses were extremely close
friends. Edith Wilson and Mrs. Jones
played bridge and studied Spanish
together. Because there were no pension s for ex-presidents, Mr. Jones and
three other men provided a pension
for President W ilson after he left
office, but there was no time to mention any of that. A fter President
Wilson's death in 1924, Edith
Wilson accompanied the Joneses to
most maj or political events.
As far as putting it into what I
would call "TV language," that means
writing brief, active sentences that
move the film forward and mal<e
viewers want to stay tuned to see what
happens next.

JP: What about the visual part? How do you
find photographs and motion pictures?
SF: Th e m otion pictures are in archives
throughout the United States and,
unless they are in the public domain,
they are very expensive to use. They
charge by the second! Surprisingly, as
prominent as Jones was during the
Great Depression and World War II,
he didn't show up in very much film.
Even though he enjoyed mostly positive coverage in newspapers and in all
of the major magazines, I wondered if
he was purposely trying t o stay out of
Roosevelt's limelight. Did he want to
avoid annoying Roosevelt? Jones and
Roosevelt had a very tenuous relationship, probably because Jones was
considered by many to be, next to
Roosevelt, the most powerful person
in the United States. The Saturday
Evening Post, Fortune, and Time all ran
laudatory cover stories on him. After
the RFC was granted a large appropriation in 1934, Time reported, "As
is the case of all governmental
authority under the New Deal, RFC's
new potency naturally fell into
President Roosevelt's stron g grip . But
everyone believed that the President
would continue t o delegate RFC's
power of life & death over U.S.
finance and industry t o one man, and
one man alone." FDR delegated that
unprecedented power to Jones
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According to Jones, "The Rice Hotel was ... a bold and somewhat doubtful venture at the time. Fortunately it was built far ahead of the demand both in
capacity and quality, and is a modem hotel today"

be sure. But he was also warm and
human. He wasn't trained as an orator, and he was a bit stiff, but he did a
very nice job with what he had.

throughout his four terms, even
though he sometimes called him
"Jesus Jones" behind his back.

JP: Did you have recordings ofJones' voice to
work with?
SF: Some of his speeches were recorded
on aluminum disks. They are so
authentically from his time. Thick
graphite needles and turntables are
required to hear them. I had them
transcribed to tape, and all the cracl<ling and scratching noises from the
aluminum record going around is
very apparent. His voice is a little
thin, but he's quite expressive. We
were able to find some film with
sound, and the scenes are a bit hokey.
But again, they are so real and of the
time. In one part of the film he
invites the Democratic Party to hold
its national convention in Houston,
and he says, "There will be no east.
Tli.ere will be no west. There will be
no south. There will be no north. It
will be one for all and all for one in
1928 for the Democrats." I loved
that. I thought it was so folksy and
real. At first Eric [Stange, Producer]
thought it was awl<ward and did not
want to use it. But I prevailed in this
instance. Jones wasn't a polished perfect person. He was sophisticated, to
page 18
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JP:

How did you convince Walter Cronkite to
narrate?
SF: I was so pleased that he agreed to participate. He lil<ed the script and the
story and agreed to be a part of the
project. We filmed the introduction in
his office, and as the camera started
to roll I enjoyed a sublime moment
when I realized Walter Cronl<ite was
saying what I wrote! After filming
the introduction, we went to a recording studio and he read the script
almost without stopping from beginning to end. His assistant told us,
"You know, his nickname is One Take
Walter." I asked what that meant, and
she told me, "He is so good, he does
everything in one take." And she was
right. He did the entire film in one
take and only changed one word. He
changed "kids" to "children."

JP:

He has such a great voice. It almost carries the show!
SF: I think it is so appropriate that somebody with Walter Cronkite's stature
narrated this story. Besides, he grew
up in Houston and really knew about
Jesse Jones.

JP: In my opinion, you did better than most
have done in dealing with one problem
with television documentaries, the use of
one "talking head" a/ter another.
SF: I hired nationally-known producer
Eric Stange because li.is films always
have a little something extra about
them. The Jones film, for the most
part, is a conventional documentary
but it does have a couple of unusual
features. For example, at first I preferred not to use dramatic recreations
because I was concerned about credibility. Eric suggested that I think of
them more as "evocations." I agreed,
and they worked very well, especially
Jones' niece's search for meaningful
information about her uncle and the
evocation of the 1931 Houston bank
rescue, where Jones prevents the city's
banb from failing during the Great
Depression.
When it came t o the interviews, I
asl<ed Eric to please avoid placing
someone in an easy chair next to a
table and a lamp because it seems that
interviews are staged that way in
almost all documentaries.
I suggested that we place some kind
of large iconic photograph with the
speaker, so that he or she is seen in
some bnd of relevant context. So he

back lit these large, evocative images
and placed them behind the person
being interviewed. We had about a
dozen of them made and always had
great fun debating about which ones
to use. I think they were very effective.

JP: How was the response to the film?
SF: The response was so great that PBS
aired it nationally as a freestanding
film instead of including it as part
of a series. I am also proud to say
that it won many first place awards,
including a regional Emmy for best
documentary and a Gold Apple
from the National Educational
Media Network.

JP: Do you still distribute it to high school
teachers?
SF: It's available on many school districts'
television networks and is frequently
shown on the local PBS and municipal channels. We also developed a
teacher's guide because the film is a
great way to teach about aspects of
both world wars and the Great
Depression. In addition, each branch
of the Houston Public Library has at
least one copy, and a section of the
PBS Web site is dedicated to the film.

JP: Instead of making other documentaries,
you have decided to write a biography of
Jones. How does that differ from the task
of making the film?
SF: In a book I can include more of the
interesting details and relationships
that couldn't fit into the film . I
can develop and show more fully
how Jones used capitalism to
enhance the common good, both
locally and nationally. But writing
the bool~ will be more difficult
because now I have more room to
tell his story, which means, in order
to get my arms around the material,
I have to stay very focused on
themes and my intentions.

growth was limited without access to
the sea. So he raised Houston's half
of the funds to build the channel in
one of the federal government's first
public/private partnerships, and he
was the Houston Harbor Chairman
for the first three years after the
channel's opening. He had also built
buildings in anticipation of its
opening-including the Rice
Hotel-and once the channel was in
operation, his hotels, office buildings, and movie theaters were filled
to capacity. Houston was internationalized almost overnight and the
economy of the entire southwest
region improved. Houston flourished and so did Jesse Jones.

JP: He wouldn't have been more than 40
years old then.
SF: That's right. He was chairman of
the Houston Harbor Board from
1914 until 1917 when Woodrow
Wilson finally convinced him to
come to Washington to serve in his
administration. His role in World
War I, as director general of military
relief for the American Red Cross,
elevated Jones from a local leader to
a player on the national and international stages.
After his uncle M.T. Jones died,
Jones came to Houston in 1898 as
one of his executors. M.T. Jones had
been one of the state's most successful
lumbermen. He owned tens of thou-

sands of acres of east Texas timberland, sawmills in Orange, and retail
outlets throughout the state to sell the
finished products. Back then he was
known as "double-ender." Today we'd
call him "vertically integrated."
Jesse, who was 24 at the time, had
been managing M .Ts yard on St.
Paul Street, which is now in the heart
of downtown Dallas. When he
arrived in Houston he set up an
office in the 6-floor Binz Building,
then the tallest building in town, and
lived across the street at the Rice
Hotel. As an executor of M.T. Jones'
estate, he had landed in the midst of
Houston's civic aristocracy and at the
top of the lumber industry. With cotton flowing in from the west, lumber
pouring in from the east, and
Spindletop about to erupt, Jones had
arrived in a boom town.
I thinlz he quickly realized that
Houston had potential. Within a
few years, he acquired quite a few of
his own lumber yards and began
building small houses south of
downtown, which he sold on unique
installment plans. Within ten years
of his arrival he was building the
city's tallest buildings, including the
Texas Company Building, which
helped make the petroleum industry
a permanent part of Houston's business community, and the Houston
Chronicle building, which brought

JP: Another thing you can do more fully in
the book is examine Jones ' relationship to
his adopted city, Houston.
SF: Jones nurtured a reciprocal relationship with Houston. He developed his
businesses during a time when most
of the primary industries-banks,
.
.
newspapers, insurance compan1eswere locally owned, and he understood he would prosper only if his
community thrived. For instance,
Jones and others knew Houston's
Tl1e Houston l(e,•iew-volnme
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him a half-interest in the paper.
After he returned from World War
I, he began the most ambitious phase
of his building career and filled up
Main Street with the city's most
ornate movie theaters, its tallest office
buildings, and its grandest hotels. He
also built four of Fort Worth's tallest
buildings and a dozen skyscrapers in
mid-town Manhattan, many of which
still stand.

JP: How would you characterize his relationship to the other Houston, the black
Houston that at the time was a growing
community but segregated under law ?
SF: I interviewed August Waites, one of
Mr. Jones' drivers. He told me about
driving Mr. Jones to the San Jacinto
Inn in the 1940s for a meeting.
Neither of the men had had lunch
and they were both hungry. Mr. Jones
said to August, "Corne on in and have
lunch." August replied, "Well, Mr.
Jones, you know, I can't go in there.
They won't allow me." And with that,
Mr. Jones arranged for August to sit
in the center of the restaurant at a
table of his own.
After Mr. Jones returned from
Washington D.C. in 1946, he and his
wife, Mary, began to focus on philanthropy. T hey established large scholarship programs for men and women
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in colleges and universities throughout the state and included a $50,000
program at Prairie View A&M. Mr.
Jones also served on the board of the
United Negro College Fund and was
a Tuskegee Institute trustee. On the
other hand, he didn't have blacks on
his boards or in executive positions,
so I'd say he was a person at least a
little ahead of his time.

JP: How would you describe his relationship
to the BF crowd of Herman and George
Brown and others?
SF: Mr. Jones' nephew, John T. Jones, Jr.,
told me that Mr. Jones didn't participate in SF. The suite was in the
Lamar Hotel, which Mr. Jones owned.
He lived in the penthouse, on the
16th floor, and John Jones told me if
the SF crowd wanted to see Mr. Jones
they went up to see him. He didn't
come down to see them. He was the
venerated, elder statesman and was
treated as such.

JP: There is not much historical speculation
about Jones' role in electoral politics. Was
he a big supporter of candidates at the
local, state, or national levels?
SF: He was very involved with the
Democratic Party almost all of his
life. He once said his father was a
Democrat, so as a kid he guessed he
was one too. But his affiliation went

much deeper than that. Woodrow
Wilson's progressive policies ignited
Jones' enthusiasm and admiration,
and the florid correspondence
between them is both t ouching and
interesting. Jones became the national
committee's finance chairman in
1924 and in 192S persuaded the
Democratic Party to bring its national convention to Houston .
Jones endorsed Roosevelt in all of
his bids for the presidency, but there
was a bit of controversy over the
fourth term. George Butler, who was
married to one of Jones' nieces, was
part of a group called the Texas
Regulars, who opposed Roosevelt's
reelection. I don't think Roosevelt was
ever sure if Jones was with them or
not. Jones claimed that he wasn't,
even though after he left Washington
in 1946 he said he thought the
Democrats had been in power too
long. I think that may have had
something to do with his bitterness
over being very casually replaced as
Secretary of Commerce in 1945 by
his arch-rival, Henry Wallace.
Jones was touted by many for vice
president in 1940, and Eleanor
Roosevelt and one of her sons both
said they would endorse him if he
decided to run. When Roosevelt
made it clear he preferred Henry
Wallace, Jones withdrew his name
from consideration.

JP: Well, you sound like you've had a good
time working on your various Jonesrelated projects, including the archives,
the oral history, the film, and now the
biography. What part have you enjoyed
the most?
SF: I can't say I enjoyed one project more
than the other because they've each
been unique, challenging, and very
fulfilling. What I enjoyed most was
discovering that Jesse Jones, a mythic
figure in Texas, succeeded by using
capitalism to improve the common
good for everyone, n ot just a few.
That somehow gives me hope. •

N JANUARY 13, 1928, the
residents of Houston, Texas,
awoke unexpectedly to news that
they would be hosting the Democratic
Party National Convention. In a stunning
move the day before, Jesse H. Jones,
prominent Houston businessman and
Democratic Party leader, almost singlehandedly secured the convention for his
beloved city. For the first time since before
the Civil War, a national party convention
was coming to the South. 1 During the
convention six months later, Alfred E.
Smith became the first Roman Catholic
nominated for president by a major political party. In addition, his running mate,
Joseph T. Robinson of Arkansas, became
the first southerner on a major party ticket
in more than half a century. Aware of the
media attention for Houston from around
the country, local residents felt assured
that their city would emerge from the
political parley with a national reputation.
As Democratic Party leaders prepared
to convene in early January 1928 to
decide the location of their next presidential nominating convention, the city of
Houston was on the move. The city had
finally eclipsed long-time rival Galveston
as the premier urban center of the Texas

O

Gulf Coast, and with a population
increase of 111 % over the decade of the
1910s, Houston was quickly surpassing
San Antonio and Dallas as the largest,
most populous city in the state. Fueled by
a lucrative oil industry and flourishing
ship-channel trade, Houston was experiencing a construction boom. A new
municipal airport had recently been built,
and the city's skyline was rapidly expanding with thirty-five million dollars in new
buildings alone. Still, the city's population
of nearly 300,000 earned it a place
among the thirty most populous cities in
the country that was tenuous at best. New
Orleans even kept it from the title of
largest metropolis in the New South.
Thus, despite the city's rapid growth and
increased prosperity, most Houstonians
felt, as one historian discerned, "plagued
by a nagging suspicion that no one was
paying attention." Unknown to most, Jesse
Holman Jones was about to put Houston
on the national map, bringing the recognition and respect city residents had craved
for so long. 2
Jones had played a key role in
Houston's recent economic expansion. A
wealthy businessmen, industrious builder,

and owner of the Houston Chronicle, Jones
was undoubtedly the city's most influential
leader, and the burgeoning center of
downtown was, as one journalist noted,
"practically his private fiefdom."3 Yet Jones
was not a man of one dominion. As
Finance Chairman of the Democratic
Party National Committee, Jones had
earned the unconditional admiration of
other Democrats by rejuvenating their
party's finances in the years following the
disastrous 1924 convention at Madison
Square Garden. At that convention, delegates had to cast 103 ballots before nominating John W Davis in a race thought to
be exclusively between Alfred E. Smith
and William Gibbs McAdoo. When Jones
was named to the Party subcommittee
charged with hearing bids for the 1928
convention, he clearly commanded respect
as a man of local and national stature. As
the subcommittee went about its business,
Jones combined his knack for corporate
wheeling and dealing with a touch of
down-home southern hospitality to stage
one of the greatest upsets in Democratic
Party history.
On January 11, Jones invited the subcommittee members to prepare their

"This article was previously awarded the Mary Hayes Ewing Publication Prize in Southern History by the Rice University Department of History. It originally appeared in the 1997 edition
of Touchstone and has been republished in The Houston Review of History and Culture with the permission of the Texas Stale Historical Association.
• • Associate, Locke Liddell & Sapp, LLP; J.D. 2002, University of Texas; M.P. Aff. 2002, L.B.J. School of Public Affairs; B.A. 1998, Rice University. I would especially like lo thank
John Boles for piquing my interest in this event and for providing invaluable advice during the preparation of this article. I would also like to thank John Britt, the Texas State Historical
Association, and the Rice University History Department for their support. Finally, I would like to thank my parents for all of their encouragement and wisdom.
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of $200,000 and offered an auditorium
report on the various convention offers in
capable of seating 6,500 people. San
the parlor of his Mayflower Hotel suite in
Francisco's chief advocate Isidore B.
Washington, D.C. While subcommittee
Dockweiler asked Barnett to loudly restate
chair John T. Barnett of Colorado and felHouston's seating capacity. Feeling confilow members Arthur G. Mullen of
dent he had trumped Jones' last-minute
Nebraska and Bruce Kremer of Montana
proposal by pointing out the inadequacy of
were all well-acquainted with Jones, none
Houston's auditorium, Docl~weiler felt
had any idea that he planned to make
certain that San Francisco was on her way
a serious bid for Houston. In the days
to landing the convention. Still, represenleading up to the meeting, Miami,
tatives from each city had fifteen addiChicago, Detroit, S an Francisco, and
tional minutes to present their cases, and
Cleveland, were the front- runners in
during these solicitations Houston's appeal
a race where newspapers mentioned
began t o skyrocket. Advocates from
places like Atlantic City and Houston
Detroit, Miami, and Chicago all read welas only "[o]thers in the field." Each of
come letters and introduced distinguished
these leading cities had offered sizable
financial contributions t o subsidize convention costs and to
keep the Democratic National
Committee from falling into
further debt. They also possessed large convention h alls
capable of seating more than
ten thousand people and an
equal number of hotel rooms t o
boot. Nevertheless, as the subcommittee continued its work,
Jones asked the other members
to pardon him while he went to
his bedroom. Behind closed
doors, Jones hurriedly h ad his
secretary compose a written bid
for the convention on behalf of
the city of Houston. To the
offer, Jones attached a personal
check of $200, 000. H e then
immediately returned to the
meeting where his impromptu
proposal was met with surprise
and amusement. Although the
rest of the committee agreed to
ent ertain Houston's bid, Jones
had to wait until the general
meeting of the entire Democratic
National Committee the fol lowing morning before he could
truly sell his city.4
National Party Chairman
The Rice Hotel in the mid-1920s.
Clem Shaver called the general
meeting t o order the next morning at the Mayflower H otel. Although
speakers lauding their unique facilities,
Jones had announced Houston's offer at
generous h ospitality, and plentiful hotel
an earlier executive session, most of the
accommodations. Miami proposed a
Committee members were unaware that
$ 100,000 offer and a convention hall
the anticipated showdown between San
accommodating 15,000 people, while
Francisco and Detroit was about to take
Detroit offered a bid of $125,000 with
an unexpected twist. After subcommittee
an auditorium seating 1 7,000. Chicago
chairman Barnett gave a brief oral sumpresented a check for $130,000 and a
mary of the offers of various cities, he
15,000-person arena, but Cleveland
announced that Houston had placed a bid
attempted to top it with a bid of
page
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$ 150,000 and a convention hall seating
12,000. When it came time t o sell
Houston, h owever, the city's boosters
made a convincing three-pronged appeal
to the Party. 5
The first Houston backer to do so was
Jed Adams, who mentioned nothing of
Houston's large financial offer, but instead
chose to praise the service and leadership
Jesse Jones had provided as Chairman of
the Party Finance Committee. Jones then
continued the presentation by boasting
everything from the world-class elegance
of the Rice Hotel to the countrified merits
of Texas fishing. As a railroad and
steamship Mecca, Houston would offer
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options for convention visitors,
and Jones assured the Committee
that the city's h otels would not
overcharge guests- indeed, he
owned nearly all of them.
Sensing that the city's existing
municipal auditorium would n ot
stand a chance against the offers
of competing cities and increasingly driven by thoughts
of the economic and publicity
benefits Houston could reap as
a convention city, Jones also
announced that Houston would
build a new convention hall to
the Committee's specifications.
He proclaimed that "Houston's
hospitality will be a blank check.
You can fill it in yourself for
what you want," and backed-up
his word by promising personal
automobile service and private
h ome accommodations for convention guests. To convince the
Committee that the notorious
Texas heat would not be intolerable in the early summer, he
offered assurances that Houston's
climate was actually "very comfortable" in June with uternpera-

ture ranges in the eighties and
lower nineties." He also noted
the added benefit of cool "gulf
breezes" that made "light cover" necessary
"for comfortable sleeping." Apparently
impressed with Houston's ability to stage a
successful convention, Jones' offer was met
with thunderous applause.6
Largely con vinced that they should
pick H ouston and confident that
Houston could be picked, the Committee
next h eard Congressman Daniel Garrett
tell them why they must pick Houston.

win the Party's nomination in June, his
San Francisco by a narrow margin of six.
Garrett billed Houston as the leading
presidential candidacy was far from uniChicago
and
Miami
had
been
eliminated
city of the South-a region of the counafter the first ballot, and Cleveland was
try that had faithfully "voted the ticket
versally welcomed. A Catholic known for
his strong ties to Tammany Hall and his
removed from contention after the fourth.
straight" but had been passed over for a
adamant opposition to Prohibition, Smith
Detroit,
however,
managed
to
survive
all
convention since before the Civil War.
threatened
to alienate voters from the
five
ballots
but
only
received
one
vote
in
Garrett warned the Committee that
"dry,"
Protestant,
and predominantly rural
the
last
tally,
lending
credence
to
the
idea
southern states were "getting a little bit
southern
states
in
the November election.
that
the
city
was
too
close
to
reserves
of
weary of" standing behind a party
As
a
result,
many
Committee
members
Canadian
spirits
for
a
party
divided
over
through thick and thin that otherwise
realized
that
the
summer
convention
Prohibition.
Not
wishing
to
exude
an
ignored their wishes for "expediency's
would be more important as a litmus test
image of discord, the Committee moved
sake." Garrett also took time to reinforce
of Party unity than as a forum for the
to
malw
H
ouston
the
Party's
unanimous
Jones' assurances about Houston's weath8
of a candidate.
selection
choice for the 1928 convention.
er. He lightheartedly vouched that
that the Committee
To
conclude
As
news
of
Houston's
selection
Houston would be "all right" in June and
favored
Houston
solely because it was
spread quickly, journalists and political
that a little warmth might, in any event,
politically
wise,
however,
would be to
commentators alilw voiced explanations
be "best for the party in the end."
ignore
the
all-important
role of
Following Garrett's plea of
Jesse Jones in the selection
political pragmatism, San
process. Although regional politAntonio Congressman John
ical concerns may have swayed
Boyle spoke on Houston's behalf
the Committee to hold its next
to buy time for Texas Governor
convention in the South, it was
Dan Moody, whose train was runJones who brought the national
ning late. Boyle fused the arguparley to Houston, one of the
ments of Jones and Garrett, callsmallest cities to ever entertain a
ing Houston the "fastest growing
national political convention .
city in America" located in a state
With his own riches and reputaand region known for its unwation, Jones succeeded in landing
vering loyalty to the Democratic
the convention for Houston
Party. Despite Boyle's delays,
without the knowledge or support
though, Governor Moody failed
of Houston's city officials. Mayor
to arrive before representatives of
San Francisco made the last conOscar Holcombe was just as surprised at the news of Houston's
vention bid, offering a whopping
selection as the average local res$250,000, a facility seating
15,000 people, and an unrivaled
ident, having to call Jones personally to learn exactly what his
number of hotel rooms. Moody
city was expected to do. By
did, however, arrive just in
choosing Houston, the National
advance of the ballot call, speakCommittee was able to amelioing long enough to extend a
rate south ern disenchantment,
Texas-size welcome from a state
with "nine Democrats ... to one
reward Jones' years of loyal servRepublican." With each city's
ice, and simultaneously improve
the Party's prospects for an
offer on the table, the ballot
process began only after Vincent
E lection Day victory.
Miles of Arl.'ansas made a lastMost Houstonians reacted to
minute pitch for Houston. Miles
the news of their city's selection
whimsically advised Committee
with outpourings of appreciation
}ones and prominent Houston architect Alfred C. Finn examine plans for
members to select H ouston
the convention hall.
and euphoric excitement.
because "Mr. Jones owns the
Newspapers declared "Houston
for the Democratic National Committee's
biggest hotel down there and if we get
Goes Wild" as the entire city became
unanticipated decision. Most analysts
brol<e down there he will cash our checl<s,
"electrified" with the thought of hosting
so we can go home." 7
believed the Committee opted for
an event that would attract the "[c]ream
On the first ballot, Houston led the
Houston largely because of the regional
of American newspaper talent" and bring
issues Congressman Garrett had under"national distinction upon a new and rapcontest with 30 votes compared with San
Francisco's 24, Detroit's 23, Cleveland's
scored at the meeting. While the selection
idly rising city." Local officials were
13, Miami's 6, and Chicago's 5. Yet, four
of Houston did serve as a historical
reported to be "humming" at the idea that
m ore ballots would be necessary for the
concession to the South, it also made
Houston would assume "a new place
city to secure a majority of Committee
practical sense within the political context
among the big cities of the nation." Mayor
votes. On the fifth and final ballot
Holcombe relished in the expectation that
of the time. Even though New Yori<
Governor A l Smith was expected to easily
"money will almost flow like water," while
Houston mustered 54 votes, defeating
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the Houston Fire Commissioner
expressed his dumbfounded surprise with
a simple "wow." Even hotel bellboys were
"jubilant" in anticipation of the sizable
tips they could expect from convention
visitors. Houston celebrated even more
on January 31 when Jesse Jones returned
from New York to a hero's welcome. In
what was hailed as "the greatest demonstration ... in the city's history, n throngs
of admirers estimated at nearly 50,000
greeted Jones. A multitude of bands and a
salute from the Texas Air National Guard
rounded out the festivities. Although a
vast road of pre-convention preparations
lay ahead, no one seemed to mind tal<ing
a day off to celebrate what one journalist
labeled "the greatest honor that ever yet
has been conferred on any city of the New
South."
Implicit in the city's enthusiasm
was the assumption that the rest of the
country would view Houston's selection
positively-an assumption that proved to
be largely incorrect. While most commentators from outside the region could swallow the political strategy leading to
Houston's selection, the notion that the
convention would be unaffected by
scorching Texas heat seemed completely
preposterous. The Springfield,
Massachusetts Republican had little to say
of the Houston convention except to
advise delegates "to get the lightest weight
summer clothing available." Newspapers
lil<e the Nashville Banner apparently did
not consider reports of Houston's first
snowfall in three years as any indication
that the city's climate was mild, warning
that temperate weather in Houston
"remains almost an absurdity." In contrast,
the Ohio State Journal took a more humorous approach, noting that the Republican
convention host, Kansas City, also "apparently has convinced herself that personally
she's a delightfully cool place in the summer." The Indianapolis News exuded a
much harsher tone, however, labeling
Houston's weather as "pretty mean for a
National Convention." In a similar vein,
the Chicago Tribune mocked the assurances
of Houston officials, predicting that convention delegates would only experience a
"gulf breeze" in their prayers. Finally, at
least one newspaper tried to rationalize
Houston's weather as a political advantage,
remarking that the convention should be
one of harmony for the "penalty for going
more than five ballots will be death by
heat." 9
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In the months following Houston's
selection, external criticism did little to
lessen the vigor of the city's pre-convention efforts. On the contrary, understanding that their city was "on trial" now more
than ever, Houstonians rose to the challenges that a first-class political convention demanded. Financing the event
proved to be the most immediate concern,
for without adequate funds the new convention hall Jesse Jones had promised
could not be built. Houston banker and
oil magnate Ross S. Sterling took charge
of the newly formed Finance Committee
and immediately sought commercial contributions and private donations to raise
the estimated $300,000 needed. When
city-based contributions proved insufficient, the Committee canvassed the entire

state, soliciting donations from judges,
cities, and chambers of commerce as partners in what it billed as a truly Texas
affair. With a similar strategy of inclusion,
the Committee also initiated a massive
button drive, peddling blue and white "Me
Too" buttons on street corners and in
house-to-house crusades. Designed to distinguish the true patrons of Houston from
indifferent city residents, the button drive
added $18,500 to the convention fund.
The Finance Committee's diverse
efforts ultimately raised $356,907, but
not without causing an embarrassing publicity blunder just before the parley began.
In an attempt to assuage fears that the
convention might not provide an adequate
financial yield, convention hall chairman
C. J. Kirk released an estimate of the rev-
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ice, and simultaneously improve
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Election Day victory.
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the news of their city's selection
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]ones and prominent Houston architect Alfred C. Finn examine plans for
members to select Houston
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the Houston Fire Commissioner
expressed his dumbfounded surprise with
a simple "wow." Even hotel bellboys were
"jubilant" in anticipation of the sizable
tips they could expect from convention
visitors. Houston celebrated even more
on January 31 when Jesse Jones returned
from New York to a hero's welcome. In
what was hailed as "the greatest demonstration .. . in the city's history," throngs
of admirers estimated at nearly 50,000
greeted Jones. A multitude of bands and a
salute from the Texas Air National Guard
rounded out the festivities. Although a
vast road of pre-convention preparations
lay ahead, no one seemed to mind taking
a day off to celebrate what one journalist
labeled "the greatest honor that ever yet
has been conferred on any city of the New
South."
Implicit in the city's enthusiasm
was the assumption that the rest of the
country would view Houston's selection
positively-an assumption that proved to
be largely incorrect. While most commentators from outside the region could swallow the political strategy leading to
Houston's selection, the notion that the
convention would be unaffected by
scorching Texas heat seemed completely
preposterous. The Springfield,
Massachusetts Republican had little to say
of the Houston convention except to
advise delegates "to get the lightest weight
summer clothing available." Newspapers
lil<e the Nashville Banner apparently did
not consider reports of Houston's first
snowfall in three years as any indication
that the city's climate was mild, warning
that temperate weather in Houston
"remains almost an absurdity." In contrast,
the Ohio State Journal tool< a more humorous approach, noting that the Republican
convention host, Kansas City, also "apparently has convinced herself that personally
she's a delightfully cool place in the summer." The Indianapolis News exuded a
much harsher tone, however, labeling
Houston's weather as "pretty mean for a
National Convention." In a similar vein,
the Chicago Tribune mocked the assurances
of Houston officials, predicting that convention delegates would only experience a
"gulf breeze" in their prayers. Finally, at
least one newspaper tried to rationalize
Houston's weather as a political advantage,
remarking that the convention should be
one of harmony for the "penalty for going
more than five ballots will be death by
heat." 9
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In the months following Houston's
selection, external criticism did little to
lessen the vigor of the city's pre-convention efforts. On the contrary, understanding that their city was "on trial" now more
than ever, Houstonians rose to the challenges that a first-class political convention demanded. Financing the event
proved to be the most immediate concern,
for without adequate funds the new convention hall Jesse Jones had promised
could not be built. Houston banker and
oil magnate Ross S. Sterling tool< charge
of the newly formed Finance Committee
and immediately sought commercial contributions and private donations to raise
the estimated $300,000 needed. When
city-based contributions proved insufficient, the Committee canvassed the entire

state, soliciting donations from judges,
cities, and chambers of commerce as partners in what it billed as a truly Texas
affair. With a similar strategy of inclusion,
the Committee also initiated a massive
button drive, peddling blue and white "Me
Too" buttons on street corners and in
house-to-house crusades. Designed to distinguish the true patrons of Houston from
indifferent city residents, the button drive
added $18,500 to the convention fund.
The Finance Committee's diverse
efforts ultimately raised $356,907, but
not without causing an embarrassing publicity blunder just before the parley began.
In an attempt to assuage fears that the
convention might not provide an adequate
financial yield, convention hall chairman
C . J. Kirk released an estimate of the rev-
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enue local merchants could expect to
receive during the convention. After tal~
ing every possible source of revenue into
account from hotel bills to ice cream sales,
Kirk found he was still $180,000 short
of an acceptable return. In haste, he penciled in the shortage under expenditures
for "wine and women." The comment
immediately drew widespread censure
from the press and especially from the
Women's Christian Temperance Union,
who expressed outrage at Kirk's insult of
Southern women. In the end, Houston
had financed its convention, but in the
process it had called into question the
city's budding national reputation.

As the Finance Committee mustered
contributions, worl~ began on the new
convention hall. Plans to simply revamp
Houston's existing Municipal Auditorium
were quickly scrapped in favor of a worldclass facility that would dazzle city visitors
as much as it would serve the practical
needs of the convention. Opting to build
the temporary hall on land previously designated for a new civic center, city leaders
announced that the chosen site was "so
situated that no tall buildings will obstruct
the Gulf breezes." Climate concerns, however, proved less troubling than razing the
m ore than thirty h ouses that still dotted
the property. Construction proceeded in

The convention hall takes shape.

completion in the center; and the skeleton of the Gulf Building under construction on the left.

sections during the mind-boggling engineering feat of completing Houston's new
convention hall in only sixty-four worl~ing
days. Designed to minimize heat and maximize the number of spectators, the hall's
unique open ceiling perimeter allowed for
ventilation as well as outside public viewing from a raised platform. The installation of enormous "Typhoon" fans made
such open ventilation more effective, but
they also required a giant amplification
system to compensate for the resulting
noise. With an expansive roof of yellow
pine that towered fifty-eight feet above the
ground, the hall also boasted an elaborate
system of ceiling rods and arches that provided 80,000 square feet of open meeting
space. City boosters proudly billed the
structure as the "[l]argest floor area of any
building on Earth under one roof" with its
vast, nearly column-free expanse offering
330/o more meeting space than the
"gloomy, close, depressing" hall of
Madison Square Garden. 10
During May and June, convention
officials made additional touches to the
interior and exterior of the hall, though
not without a few setbacks. Emblazoned
with white walls, a striped red and gray
roof, and green and gold trim, the h all's
exterior soon displayed flags and statues
of American eagles, some with wing spans
of twelve feet. The final enclosure of the
building, however, caused a humorous
delay when a fl oe!~ of sparrows became
trapped in what was called the "world's
biggest bird cage." Extensive leaking after
h eavy downpours proved to be the worst
problem, though, warranting quicl~ repairs
to insure that "wet" and "dry" did not take
on added meaning in a convention soon
to debate Prohibition. Despite sparrows
and showers, preparations in the interior
of the hall moved forward witli.out further
delay with the completion of a state- ofthe-art press facilities, including soundproof radio booths, large telegraph stations, and exclusive office spaces for press
agencies. An emergency hospital tool~ its
place in the hall, along with such amenities as lunch stands, scores of t elephones,
and eighteen Frigidaire water-cooling systems to provide liquid refreshment for
thirsty convention guests. As a finishing
touch, the interior walls were adorned
with a large assemblage of American and
state flags, while rows of seats were
flanked with pots of crepe myrtle.
Confident that their new temple would
Continued on page 45
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In the Name
of Progress
and Decencv:
The Response ot
Houston's Civic Leaders
to the Lvnching ot
Robert Powell in 1928
by Dwight Watson*
In June of 1928, Houston prepared for
its coming-out party as a major city.
W ith the 1928 Democratic Convention
in town and the eyes of the nation focused
on their city, civic leaders h oped to project an image of growth and progress. Yet
on June 20, the week before the opening
of the convention, the lynching of Robert
Powell challen ged this progressive image.
National and local press coverage of
the lynching contrasted this episode of
racial violence in a strictly segregated city
to the image of "heavenly Houston," a
booming new South city that was a Mecca
for black as well as white migrants.1 The
city's civic leaders responded immediately
to the lynching with a strong and immediate condemnation of "lynch law." When
questions arose about the possible
involvement of members of the Houston
Police Department (HPD) in the lynching, the city questioned police officers
before moving on to the arrest of others
for the crime. After the convention came
relatively minor reforms in HPD. This
response allowed the convention to go
forward successfully wh ile, at least for a
time, raising fun dam ent al questions about
the nature and t one of Houston's Jim
Crow racial order.

Lynching was the perverted marriage
of racial hatred, distorted religious fundamentalism, patern alism, and psycho-sexual fear, which empowered mobs with the
ultimate measure of social control and
power. 2 Ida B. Wells, a black newspaper
editor and anti-lynching activist, observed
the hypocrisy of whites on this issue when
she n oted that church folk were "too busy
saving souls of white Christians from
burning in h ell fire to save the lives of
black ones from the present burning in the
fires kindled by white Christians."3 D espite
the best efforts of Wells and others who
fought for federal anti- lynching laws, a
U .S . Con gress domin ated by southerners
from the one-party South refused to pass
such legislation.
By the 192 0s, many whites in
Houst on and other growing southern
cities viewed lynching as a pernicious rural
"tradition" out of step with urban life.
Although lynchings did occur in southern
cities in the first half of the twentieth century, the n eed to maintain law and order
in an urban setting undermined the continued acceptance of lynch law, and th e
mob rule it involved. In a booming city
such as Houston in the 192 0 s, however,
the perception of civic leaders could be

starkly at odds with the attitudes of the
tens of thousands of n ew migrants who
came to the city from the surrounding
countryside in search of opportunity.
Houston's newspapers responded to the
Powell lynching by lamenting that this was
the first lynching within the city proper in
anyone's memory. But H ouston's population had exploded in the first decades of
the twentieth century, growing from less
than 45,000 in 1900 to nearly 270,000
in 192 8 , when its black population alone
exceeded 50,000. Many of the new
migrants who came to Houston in these
decades had developed their racial attitudes in the small farming communities in
east Texas and western Louisiana.4
Just ben eath the surface of the Jim
Crow system in H oust on and throughout
the South was the t hreat of violence
against blacks who challenged the laws or
the customs of segregation. In the small
t owns of the rural South, the enforcement of segre~ation was an intensely personal affair, with daily rituals played out
in the fields and the t own squ ares. In a
city su ch as H ouston, with large numbers
of blacks and whites who did not know
each other and who often did not live
and work together, enforcement of Jim

*Dwight Watson is an assist ant professor of history at Texas State University-San Marcos. H is book on the racial history of the Houst on Police Deparhnent is in press
at Texas A &M University Press, and he is current ly working on a history of lynch ing in Texas.
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Crow fell more heavily onto the organized police force.
"Progressive" city or not, Houston
shared the racial attitudes that had fed
mob violence and bloody riots throughout
the country from 1917-1921. Such riots
had taken place in urban, not rural settings, and Houston had experienced its
own bitter spasm of racial violence in
1917, during the Camp Logan Riot
between black soldiers stationed in
Houston and the Houston Police
Departrnent. 5 The dark web of human
memory kept this tragic riot fresh in the
minds of many blacks and whites, serving
as a grim reminder of the death and
destruction that could follow from the
tensions created by Jim Crow life.
In Houston, the actions of the HPD
attracted the scrutiny of economically
independent black leaders. By the 1920s,
the opportunities afforded to blacks in
Houston's growing economy had fostered
the growth of a black middle class eager to
assert its voice in civic affairs and to legitimize its status within Houston by organizing groups such as a local chapter of the
National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP). Newspapers
written by blacks and for blacl< readers
reported a growing dissatisfaction with the
racial status quo and a determination to
fight for improved conditions. Houston's
black civic leaders and newspapers aggres-

sively protested the Powell
lynching in a vocal, public
way that would not have been
possible without retribution in
rural east Texas towns. Despite
rigid barriers between blacks
and whites, the lynching created a common link between
blacl< civic leaders and white
civic leaders who fought to
save the reputation of the
"new" Houston they had proclaimed to the world.
These civic leaders were
,correct in their assessment of
Houston's future prospects;
their city was an emerging
metropolis by the 1920s. Civic
and business leaders worlwd
diligently to make the city the
South's poster boy for industry
and progress. As a southwestern city, Houston's past and
future looked in two directions.
Many of its leaders voiced the
sort of western imagery of rapid growth fed
by free enterprise that subsequently came
to symbolize the "Sun belt" cities. But
much of its population remained firmly
rooted in a rural southern past obsessed
with the defense of Jim Crow.
Tensions heightened within the city's
civic leadership. Most important was the
class and status war being played out by
the conservative leadership, black and
white. Who would rule the city, those who
feared that mob rule and lynching might
undermine their city's future growth or
Negrophobes who made racial segregation
and social subordination their top priority
and favored lynching and extra-legal violence as a means of social control? 6
Among those who favored the first
position was banker/financier Jesse
Holman Jones. His influence and money
helped Houston become the host city for
the 1928 Democratic National
Convention. 7 Jones pulled a rabbit out of
his hat when his winning offer iI\ the
form of a certified check of $200,000
and a promise of new auditorium left San
Francisco and Dallas in an angered daze. 8
On January 12, 1928, the Houston
Chronicle, a major newspaper published by
Jones, ran a special edition: "Houston
Wins the 1928 Dern Convention." 9
More than a testament to Jones' clout
and influence within the Party, this was
also a victory for Houston. The negative
publicity from the Powell lynching gave

the city a very visible blacl< eye just as it
was dressing up in its Sunday best to
impress the nation. But when Jones and
other white and blacl< leaders stood up to
challenge the violence underpinning the
Jim Crow system, they faced the wrath of
racial traditionalists within the city who
fought tenaciously to maintain the status
quo. Particularly contentious was the role
and responsibilities of the Houston
Police Department.
In 1925 HPD had a total of 243
officers, including 178 patrolmen and
even several blacl< officers. 10 This number
was woefully inadequate to meet the needs
of a rapidly growing city. The force had
its hands full, enf arcing the law, protecting property, imposing social control, and
enforcing racial segregation. Their zealousness in this last pursuit turned segments of the public against them. When
black civic leaders joined forces with
national civil rights organizations and
local social ref orrn movements to try to
curb police abuses, HPD refused to hear
such demands for change. Indeed, infused
by elements of the Ku Klux Klan in the
1920s, the Houston Police Department
proved recalcitrant on this vital issue.
Blacks migrating to Houston to trade
tenant farming for industrial jobs or to
seek respite from the harsh demands of
rural Jim Crow, courted the wrath of the
HPD. Those sworn to serve and protect
them-the police-were also strongly
committed to maintaining the segregated
racial order. For the flood of black
migrants to Houston, urban Jim Crow's
problems of overcrowded neighborhoods,
police brutality, and inefficient city services were the trade-offs for escaping the
sting of rural poverty and the bitterness of
rural Jim Crow racisrn. 11
Despite the growing rejection of the
Klan by Houston's civic elite, the Klan
maintained a strong hold on elements of
Houston's white population and, for a
time in the early 1920s, held firm control
of parts of the county government.
Important members of Houston society
who joined the Klan from 1922-1925
included Harris County Sheriff Thomas
A. Binford and former police chief
Gordon Murphy. Historian Don Carlton
notes that "booming Houston was the first
Texas city to have a Ku Klux Klan chapter."12 The Klan was neither secretive nor
invisible in Texas as a whole. On October
23, 1922, "Klan Day" at the Texas State
Fair attracted "151, 192 persons. "13 Even
11te Houston I<eview-volnme l , no. 2 page 2 7

Houston mayor Oscar Holcombe briefly
joined the Klan, but quit shortly afterwards because of its violent nature.
Colonel Billie Mayfield led the
growth of the Klan in Houston. 14 The
colonel was an officer in the Texas
National Guard and had been a columnist
for the Houston Chronicle. He made headlines in the 1920s with highly publicized
attacks on those who opposed the Klan.
One of these involved his efforts to arrest
the editor of the Houston Press for criticizing the vigor of the Texas National
Guard's enforcement of martial law
against dock-workers on strike in
Galveston. In the resulting court case,
John H. Crooker, an attorney in the
prominent Houston law firm of Fulbright
& Crooker (later, Fulbright & Jaworski),
successfully defended the publisher. 15
Mayfield's Klan paper, Colonel
May/ield's Weekly, later increased his
prominence within the local KKK, which
fought hard to put its
mark on Houston's
development. At the
height of the Klan's
influence in Houston
in about 1924, civic
leaders who opposed
its power fought back.
Thus when two
Klansmen sued the
Houston Press for libel
after its criticism
helped defeat them in
hotly contested local
elections in 1924,
Crooker again tried
the cases, ultimately
vindicating the editor
of the Press.16
After Oscar
Holcombe quit the Klan, he became an
open target for Klan- controlled factions
in the city. 17 Mayor Holcombe's refusal to
fire Catholics and blacks hurt him in the
election of 1922, but not enough to prevent his reelection. The popular mayor's
battles with the Klan in these years symbolized the ongoing efforts of many
Houston leaders trying to come to grips
with the racial tensions that threatened
the city's future growth. Conservative and
liberal factions emerged and challenged
the Klan as being immoral and criminal,
but most of all bad for the city's image. 18
Members of this group included the
wealthiest of Houston elites such as Jesse
Jones and prominent oilman Joseph S.
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Cullinan, the original president of Texaco.
Cullinan, a Catholic, had helped found
the Houston Anti-Klan Society in 1922.
Violence and national scandals by the
Klan caused other civic leaders to reject
harsh Klan-like xenophobia as bad for
business and out of step with the needs of
a growing city.19
Elements of the Houston Police
Department did not share such views. As
the Democratic Convention of 1928
approached, HPD began to train its force
"in order to line up in efficiency and
appearance with the other police forces of
the country. "20 Among the trainees were
116 new police officers "who were sworn
in for the duration of the convention."21
One hundred of the officers were temporary, and the final sixteen were kept as
permanent mounted patrol officers
attached to the traffic division. Many of
these officers came from rural areas in
east Texas and central Texas known for

clothing of one of the suspects. When one
of the suspects, later identified as 24year-old Robert Powell, bolted and ran,
Detective Davis pursued him on foot.
During the chase shots were fired. Davis
was killed by a shot in the head, and a bullet through the body severely wounded
Powell. 22 After an aggressive search
through the Fourth Ward area, the police
found Powell at his mother's home and
took him to Jefferson Davis Hospital, also
in the Fourth Ward. 23
There he lay for several days. Then
in the early morning of Wednesday, June
20, a lynch mob took Powell from the
custody of the Harris County Sheriff
Department's watchman at the hospital.
Witnesses reported that seven or eight
armed white men charged in and took
the black prisoner they believed had shot
Detective Davis. According to The Informer
(a newspaper written by and for blacks},
the mob took Powell "several miles out of
the municipal confines and treated to a
practical demonstration of the celebrated
pastime-Judge Lynch
law.1124

harsh racial bigotry and rigid enforcement
of segregation. Many police accepted the
stereotypical notion of blacks as inferior
and prone to crime. They were trained to
look for blacks in trouble spots of the city
and to distribute "Jim Crow justice" swiftly
and brutally.
Southern custom impacted police
training and procedures on June 17,
1928. Early that morning two police officers did exactly what southern custom
called for by asking a group of Negroes
standing on a street corner near downtown
Houston what they were doing out so late.
When the two detectives, Henry Bradshaw
and A. W Davis, rousted the three black
males, a gun allegedly fell out of the

Around daybreak, Powell's tattered body was discovered hanging in
the stale morning air
from a bridge some
g> six miles out from
~ downtown Houston
~ on Post Oak Road.
.!2 This racially charged
~ incident heightened
~ suspicion of HPD's
~ ability to profession. · u ally serve and protect
blacks. Angry citizens across racial lines
were appalled when eyewitnesses claimed
that the police failed to take adequate
measures to stop the lynching. Some witnesses even alleged that the police stood
by and watched until the mob hanged the
man.25 In a macabre twist, the rope was
too long and on the first attempt to hang
him, Powell was left sitting at the bottom
of a ditch alive. He allegedly cursed the
mob for its ineptness. Unperturbed, his
tormentors shortened the rope and successfully completed their gruesome task
on the second attempt. 26 The city and the
police department received considerable
negative press from the lynching, and this
bad publicity brought added pressure on

I

I

HPD to reform itself.
Led by C. F. Richardson, the owner
and editor of The Informer, Houston's
black press roundly condemned the cowardly act. Richardson had good personal
reasons to denounce this act; he had
avoided being lynched by the Klan in
1925 with the aid of blacks who guarded
his home and the timely intervention of
Mayor Holcombe, who personally threatened the Klan if any harm came to
Richardson.
On June 23, 1928, the Houston
Chronicle joined the condemnation of the
lynching with an editorial entitled "A
Blow to Houston." Stating that
"Houston has been shamed before the
nation," the editorial laments that "[t]his
revolting crime which has been committed in our midst comes to blacken the
day of our joy and pride." 2 7 In an attempt
to salvage the city's image and show that
Houstonians disapproved of the barbarous act, Jesse Jones publicly condemned the act in even stronger tones:
"the lynchin g is a blot on the good name
of Texas that must be lived down." After
asserting that "there is no section of the
country where the two races have so little
faction," Jones argued that lynching for
revenge was not justified and "we all
deeply deplore this one. "2 8 The editorial
and Jones' interview put forward in
strong language the pragmatic attitudes
toward race that ultimately shaped civic
policy in Houston for the next fifty
years. Denouncing racial violence and
mob rule, it said nothing about the Jim
Crow system sustained in part by the
threat of such violence.
Other local newspapers also quickly
condemned the lynching. The Houston
Press stated that "they [the lynch mob] are
ghouls" and that Powell "was killed by a
coward." Appealing to the pride of white
Texans; it went on to say: "It was not men
like these who died in the Alamo. It was
not craven creatures like these who fought
at the Battle of San Jacinto. Men of that
low, vile character did not build the Texas
or the Houston of today. "29 While the
Press condemned the actions of the mob,
it also vilified the three black men, inferring that they were part of a group of
"unruly, surly, trouble-making Negroes in
Houston." 30 One New York paper reported
that a "citizen's committee," the "Houston
Committee on Inter-Racial Co-operation,
composed of men of both races," passed a
resolution condemning "the inexcusable

crime of violence which has so grossly
reflected upon the good name of our
city."31
With such condemnation of the
lynching ringing in its ears, Houston's city
council responded by appropriating
$10,000 for the investigation of the
crime. The NAACP offered a $1,000
reward for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the suspects.
Even Texas Governor Daniel J. Moody
got into the act, putting up a $250
reward for information leading to the

Headline and excerpt from The Informer,
June 23, 1928.

arrest of each of the culprits. A group
called the "Loyalty to Law League" put up
another $100. The lynching embarrassed
the city and the state. Governor Moody
had successfully challenged the Ku Klux
Klan during Ma Ferguson's tenure as governor and it had provided a perfect segue
to his election as governor.
The national press used strong language in discussing the lynching, including
it in news stories about the Democratic
Convention. On June 27, 1928, New
York's Amsterdam News wrote that the
"odor of lynching greets delegates to the
Democratic National Convention."32
New York's Evening Post took a similar
tact: "Houston is meeting the vanguard of
convention visitors with one hand and
trying to solve its ugly lynching mystery
with the other." Much harsher were the
words of The News of New York City,
which mocked the "crocodile tears" being
shed by the Houston press over the "bar-

barous murder of a dying Colored youth."
It went on that "Houston, Texas, like
Dixie has been lynching Colored men in
every way her fiendish, perverted brains
conceived," noting that "colored citizens"
in the South are lynched at the ballot box,
"in inferior, degrading jim-crow
schools ... in jim-crow cars, in peonage, in
forced prostitution, in race treachery."33
It was clear to Houstonians and
Democrats alike that something needed
to be done to stop the talk of the lynching before the opening of the convention. The city moved very quickly to
"solve" the case. The day after the lynching, a grand jury called for testimony
from several police officers about their
possible involvement, since witnesses at
the hospital had noted that at least one
member of the lynch mob appeared to be
wearing a policeman's uniform.
Only two days after the incident, a
dragnet had produced five arrests and
identified two other men believed to be
involved. Three days before the opening of
the convention, several newspapers listed
the names of the five arrested suspects.
Thus by the opening of the
Democratic National Convention on June
26, the lynching story had begun to subside. On the racial front, a more pressing
concern arose regarding seating arrangements for black delegates or attendees.
The southern wing of the Democratic
National Committee initially threatened
to leave if black delegates were not excluded from the convention. Frantically, the
city and the national committee appeased
southerners with a compromise that
placed the black delegates and spectators
in a separate chicken wire fenced area
underneath the stage. 34 The Amsterdam
News wrote that "the National Democratic
Party in convention here will segregate
those Negroes who for some reason or
another, may desire to attend the session
as spectators. "3 5 Such accommodations
with the white southerners so vital to the
success of the national Democratic Party
of this era reflected the compromises
being reached among Houstonians on the
issues raised by race. How could an acceptably "gentile" version of the often violent,
always discriminatory Jim Crow system be
adapted to life in a changing nation and a
growing city? How could the politics of
the two major parties accommodate race?
How could Houston prevent its inefficient, violence-prone racial accommodation from undermining its hopes for
111cHoustonRcvicw-volumc l,no. 2
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future growth and prosperity?
On the national level of politics,
Powell's lynching provided fuel for continued attempts to pass anti-lynching legislation. Black civic leaders pressed hard for
justice. Letters between local NAACP
leaders and national leaders called for
immediate action on the part of the government. White southerners responded to
calls for anti-lynching laws as they had
done for decades, with editorials and
political diatribes challenging the constitutionality of federal anti-lynching laws.
They vehemently argued that lynching
was a state problem that required the
effective enforcement of existing laws, not
the writing of new federal laws. In the
racially charged politics of the times,
these proved to be winning arguments;
anti-lynching laws were not passed at the
federal level and failed to pass in Texas
until 1949.36
Despite the untimely lynching,
Houston had achieved its goal of
improving its national reputation as an
emerging metropolis. Even New York
City Mayor Jimmie Walker applauded
the police as being professional and the
city second to none. Once the national
spotlight turned away from Houston,
none of the suspects arrested in the
lynching were convicted. Their primary
stated defense was that they were friends
of the slain police officer; their unstated
defense was that they were white. This
outcome caused several national newspa-
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pers to print stories asking if the city had
simply arrested the first available "mob"
with assurances to the "suspects" that
they would not be convicted.
The episode had raised doubts in the
city about the operations of HPD, and the
year after the lynching, a new police chief
disbanded the mounted patrol unit in an
apparent attempt to modernize the force.
He then sold the horses and transferred
the men to patrol duty within the traffic
division. 37 Admitting no culpability for the
lynching, HPD's disbanding of the
mounted patrol was not in retaliation for
the lynching. McPhail stated in the
Houston Chronicle on April 17, 1929, that
"from an efficiency stand point and from
a humanitarian one, the abolishment of
the mounted squad in my judgment is the
proper thing."38 Further, the department's
immediate cause for the removal of the
squad was that HPD had hired too many
mounted patrol officers for the
Democratic National Convention, and
HPD wanted to mechanize and expand
the motor patrol unit.
The 1928 Democratic Convention is
frequently cited as a turning point in the
development of Houston, a pivotal act of
civic leadership by Jesse Jones and others
that announced to the world that the
booming city on the bayou had arrived as
a major city. In sharp contrast, the lynching of Robert Powell remains a nearly forgotten historical footnote in Houston's
history. Yet citizens of Houston in 1928

took the lynching seriously as a measure
of the direction their city might take on
the critical issue of race. Embarrassed by
the lynching, the white businessmen who
guided much of the city's development distanced themselves from racial violence as
they had previously begun to distance
themselves from the Klan, whose membership had significantly declined by
1928. Jim Crow remained unquestioned
by these leaders, but they would seek a less
violent, more orderly brand of racial subordination. Houston's Jim Crow system
would be enf arced in the future by a larger,
better organized, and better-equipped
police force, not by lynch law.
Just under the surface of this episode
can be seen another important sign of
change to come in the existing racial
order. Black civic elites continued to grow
and assert a louder voice in the city's
affairs. The black newspapers, sustained by
the tens of thousands of black citizens of
Houston, played a key role in this process.
Black leaders brokered their fragile power
through gradual legal victories, the growing economic independence that segregation ironically provided, and the forming
from time to time of bi-racial coalitions
with whites whose interests were served
through cooperation. National organizations such as the NAACP, which was only
twenty years old in 1928, also took tentative steps into the lynching controversy.
Houston's surging black population
took yet another dose of harsh realism
when local courts exonerated all of the
suspects connected to the Powell lynching.
Yet they could take a measure of hope
from the aggressive response to the lynching of newspapers, black and white, from
the denunciations of racial violence by
white civic leaders, and from the growing
strength and volume of black voices raised
in protest. Thirty-five more years would
pass before the Civil Rights Act of 1964
would make segregation illegal, but the
lynch law that lurked just beneath the surface of the traditional Jim Crow system
had been challenged. Even as early as
1928, it had become clear that Houston's
business-oriented leaders stood willing to
condemn the worst abuses of the Jim Crow
system if such abuses seemed to threaten
the city's image and its primary civic goal
of economic growth. •
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tions worthy of a maturing metropolis
that tripled in size from 1940 t o 1970,
passing the million mark in population
while moving rapidly up the ranks of the
nation's largest cities. In politics they lobbied aggressively for what they considered
a healthy business climate marked by a
minimum of government regulations, a
weak labor movement, a tax syst em favorable to business investment, the use of
government subsidies to spur business
expansion, and a conservative approach to
the expansion of public services. With
substantial political clout and little effectively organized opposition in a singleparty political system, they pushed the city
hard in the direction they believed it
needed to go. In the process, they shaped
much of what was good and bad about
modern Houston. They had obvious blind
spots-notably on race and environmental quality-but they also shared a consuming passion for Houston and a vision
that economic development could lift the
city and its population.
The SF crowd was the most visible
group of business/civic leaders in H ouston
in this boom era. Indeed, "SF crowd"
became synonymous with "power elite" in
postwar Houston. T his group of friends
used the Brown brothers' suite SF at the
Lamar Hotel as a convenient place to relax,
play cards, discuss the day's issues, and
shape Houston's development. 11 With other
like-minded business leaders, they shared a
general vision of the city's future, and they
had the resources, connections, and commitment to the city necessary to act on
their vision.
"Membership" in this group was by
no means fixed; individuals moved in and
out of this circle of influence as their
careers and interests changed. Perhaps the
best way to provide a snapshot of the
group is to make a distinction between the
core group that met regularly over several
decades and a broader group that came
t ogether on specific issues. The core generally included at least Herman Brown,
George R. Brown, Judge James A. Elkins,
Gus Wortham, Jim Abercrombie,
Governor Will H obby, Oveta Culp
Hobby, and R.E. (Bob) Smith. Jesse Jones,
who owned the Lamar Hotel and lived in
it s 16th floor penthouse, might be seen as
the godfather of the SF crowd; they generally went up t o visit him, n ot vice versa.

A much broader collection of
Houston businessmen and politicians at
times visited suite SF and at times cooperated with members of the core group on
specific projects and issues. For example,
oil man Claud Hamill, a business partner
of Bob Smith, at times worked closely
with friends in the SF crowd. A list of
other "friends of SF might be expanded
to include William A. (Bill) Smith,
Leopold Meyer, Lamar Fleming, Wesley
West, George Butler, Charles Francis,
Felix Tijerina, Leon Jaworski, Howard
Keck, Judge Roy Hofheinz, and, at one
time or another, most other influential
business leaders in Houston in this era.
Government officials such as Colonel
E.O. Thompson of the Texas Railroad
Commission and local, state, and national
politicians also frequented the Lamar
H otel. SF and friends included individuals with ties to most areas of the Houston
economy, and they could often mobilize
broad support from the like-minded people throughout the city and the state on
issues of importance to the downtown
H ouston business community.12
Critics focused on the power of the
SF crowd, making it a symbol for a political and civic culture dominated by business interests. "There was talk in Texas in
the 1940s and 1950s," wrote Texas historian George Norris Green, "that state
affairs were handled by card-playing multimillionaires who convened in Herman
Brown's suite." 13 Writing in the Texas
Monthly in 1976, journalist Harry Hurt
asserted that "Th eir rule was a virtually
unchallenged and-they would emphasize-very 'civic-minded' gerontocracy." 14
James Conway's popular book The Texans
concluded that "during the 1940s and
1950s they [SF] exercised a concerted
influence in Texas that was unparalleled." 15
Sociologist Joe Feagin's Free
Enterprise City went so far as to construct
a Houston model of development around
a hist orical account of the role of the SF
crowd and other elites in the city's development. Feagin's account, which is still
the only book that systematically analyzes
the role of elites in Houston, asserts that
SF "appears to have been the most powerful elite in the city's history."16 Feagin concluded that SF's narrow, business- related
definition of what was good for the city
led Houston down a path characterized by

underdeveloped public services, a
mediocre educational system, h arsh working conditions for labor, and government
promotion-but not regulation-of business interests. Such critical accounts suggested a sort of soft conspiracy of a few
powerful men t o shape Houston in their
own image. The populist Texas Observer
popularized this criticism by poking fun at
the quest for a healthy "bidness" climate.
Louie Welch, who as mayor of
Houston was at times both a friend and
a foe of the SF crowd, put a much more
positive spin on SF's activities: "You'll
hear, I'm sure, all about SF, like that's
some mysterious, sinister meeting place
where people got together and figured
out what to let the common people do. It
wasn't anything of the sort." According to
Welch, "they created the initiative and the
locomotive to pull the train ... They were
movers and shakers, but they were not
self-serving in anything that I ever saw
them do."17
No doubt, those who were moved and
sh ook took a somewhat less favorable
view of the process of change. But in
Houst on's postwar boom, those who had
the most reason to complain about working conditions and under-funded public
services tended to come from rural sections of Texas, Louisiana, and Mexico
where far worse conditions had pushed
them to try their luck in H ouston. As
hundreds of thousands of migrants sought
improved opportunities in the growing
city, racial and ethnic tensions also
blocked the rise of a unified, political
movement in the region capable of challenging the power of business leaders.
Even had such a voice been asserted, it
was unlikely t o be h eard in the one-party,
business-led politics of the postwar years.
Because of frequent criticism of the
SF crowd and the Brown brothers' close
connections t o President Lyndon
Johnson, this small group has come to
command m ore attention than it
deserves. Houston in the 1950s and
1960s was n ot Cook County, Illinois,
and Herman Brown was not Mayor
Daley. It was not even very similar t o
Houston before World War I, where a
smaller, more cohesive collection of
lawyers and bankers had held sway.
Indeed, in historical terms, business/civic
leadership broadened dramatically in
The Houston Review- volume 1, no. 2
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postwar Houston compared to previous
eras. T his is true even if the SF crowd is
understood to refer only to the relatively
small core group and even if it wielded
all of the power accorded to it by critics.
But these simplifying assumptions
about SF simply do not describe Houston
in the postwar boom. Notable by their
absence from the list of either the core
group of SF or their close friends are
numerous influential Houston business
leaders of this era. Prominent amon g
them were independent oilmen such as
Hugh Roy Cullen, who was deeply
involved in the growth of the U niversity
of Houston and the Texas Medical Center;
Glenn McCarthy, who built the Shamrock
H otel; and John Mecom, who owned the
Warwick Hotel and interests in local
banks. Also missing from most discussions of SF are numerous leaders of
Humble Oil and Refining (notably
Morgan Davis and Carl Reistle) and other
major oil firms such as Texaco who
remained quite active in Houston's civic
affairs. After its move to Houston in
1970, Shell Oil quickly became a prominent corporate citizen.
Representatives of the giant n atural
gas pipeline companies headquart ered in
Houston quickly took their place among
the region's civic leaders as their companies grew quickly after World War II. The
Browns' Texas Eastern Corporation was
one such company, but even more active
in Houston's civic affairs was Tenneco
and its leader Gardner Symonds. SFer

Maurice Hirsch was
central in building
the many educational and cultural institutions that now
flourish throughout
Houston.

Judge Elkins continued the tradition of
the Baker era with his ties to a major law
firm, Vinson & Elkins, and a major bank,
First City National. But he was hardly the
only prominent lawyer in H ouston amid
the postwar surge in both the size and
number of corporate law firms in the city
after World War II. Bankers not normally
associated with the SF crowd continued
as in the past to take on important civic
responsibilities. Kenneth Schnitzer,
Gerald Hines, and Dallas-based
Trammell Crow- Jesse Jones' successors
as the leading developers in Houstonwere not frequent guests at SF, despite
their role in building much of the approximately sixty million square feet in major
office construction in Houston in the
thirty years after 1955. In short, many
of the most influential members of
Houston downtown business community
did not frequent SF and did n ot automatically follow its lead. 18
At the same time, groups of citizens
traditionally not included fully in the life
of the city asserted a stronger voice in
Houston. Through the middle of the
twentieth century, anti- Semitism remained
a barrier to full participation in the life of
Houston by prominent Jewish citizens.
Not until the 1970s, for example, did the
major downtown law firms actively recruit
Jewish lawyers. Members of the all-Jewish
firms th at arose in response contributed
m any of the leaders of Houston's thriving
Jewish community, as did successful
developers and retailers such as Leopold

Courtesy Houston
Metropolitan Research
Center, Houston Public
Library
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Left to right: George R. Brown, Lyndon Johnson, unidentified man, Tommy Corcoran, and Herman Brown
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and Joseph Meyer, Joe Weingarten, Simon
and Tobias Sakowitz, and Ben and Sam
Taub. General Maurice Hirsch of the firm
of Hirsch and Westheimer lived a long
and fruitful life in Houston practicing
law, building several busin esses, and helping build the Houston Symphony, the
H ouston Grand Opera, the Museum of
Fine Arts, the Houston Ballet, Rice
University, and the University of
Houston. Historically, Hirsch and oth er
Jewish leaders had a form of dual civic
citizenship in Houston; they took seriously their responsibilities in nurturing the
causes and institutions of the Jewish community at the same time that they made
important contributions to the city as a
wh ole.19
A somewhat similar pattern prevailed among African Americans and
Mexican Americans in H ouston. In the
postwar years, non-white citizens long
ignored by downtown business interests
were beginning t o find their own civic
voices. As discussed in more detail in
Amilcar Shabazz's article in this issue,
the successful black businessman, lawyer,
and newspaper owner Carter Wesley used
his newspaper, The Informer, to give voice
to the city's growing black communities.
For most of the twentieth century, such
communities taken collectively had a
population large enough t o have ranked
as a major Texas city, and black Houston
gen erated its own leaders, despite the
yok e of segregation. A handful of white
philanthropists from Joseph S . Cullinan
to Jesse Jones contributed t o th e development of medical and educational institutions serving the black community. But
this limited assistance was designed to
mal<e good on the promise of "separate,
but equal," not to fast er desegregation
and equal opportunity. F or that, blacks
turned t o Wesley and other leaders, wh o
mounted sustained ch allen ges to Jim
Crow from th e 1 930s forward.
At least throu gh the 1960s, m ost

Houstonians thought of race relations as
a question of black and white, but a
growing brown population gradually generated its own leaders. In his biography
of Houstonian Felix Tijerina, Thomas
Kreneck tells a success story quite simi lar to the stories of those who frequented
suite 8F. 20 One of the first prominent
Houstonian business leaders of Mexican
decent, he displayed values that closely
matched those of his counterparts in 8F.
In his many business and civic endeavors, h e could count on the support of his
friend, Bob Smith, who was a part of the
inner circle of 8F. While participating in
civic initiatives that were aimed at the
betterment of the entire city, Tijerina
also played an active role in issues that
affected primarily Mexican Americans.
Tijerina was a pathbreaking leader in an
increasingly diverse city, and the growing
number of Houstonians with close ties
to Latin America assured that others

would follow his lead.
As Houston became more diverse, it
also became more dispersed, sprawling out
over an ever-broader region. Civic leaders
in the city's suburbs and in once distinct
surrounding cities such as Sugar Land,
Katy, and even Galveston, added their
voices to issues affecting the entire
Houston metropolitan region. Such issues
as transportation, pollution control, water
supply, and even taxation all had implications for the entire metropolitan area, but
public authority remained quite fragmented, with competition by city, county, state,
and federal authority levels.
By the 1970s Houston was a maturing city with numerous centers of power
and influence. At times these groups spoke
with something akin t o a unified voice on
important issues such as the need to create
strong educational and cultural institutions. But at other times, they fought bitterly over issues ranging from political

campaigns to the building of a new multipurpose stadium for the city's various
sporting events. SF was not the only suite
in town, although it was certainly the most
highly publicized. If we insist on continuing to use the phrase "8F crowd" as shorthand for Houston's business/civic elite in
the postwar era, we should at least amend
it to read "8F and many more."
That said, a closer examination of the
ties that bound 8F together tells us much
about the operations of the broader business elite of which they were a part. Their
power reflected their business ties into the
critical industries that fue led the postwar
boom. The key economic task of this generation was building prosperous regional
companies that made good use of the connections into the national economy established in the Balxer era. SF and many others in this era built local companies that
became nationally and internationally
competitive. The growth of these compa-
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The opening of the Houston Negro Hospital in 1926 was a prime example of white philanthropy for "separate, but equal" facilities.
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AND AN EXPANDING CIVIC EllTE

Born in 1905 in General
Escobed~, Nuevo Leon, Felix
Tijerina came with his family to
the Houston area in 1915 to
escape the turmoil caused by the
Mexican Revolution. "f{e spent the
remaining fifty years of his life
building his restaurant business
while also making contributions
to the betterment of his adopt~d
city. During his years in the city,
the Mexican American population
Left to right: Houston Mayqr Pro-Iem Phil
grew from an estimated 6,000 (in
Hamburgei; Mayor Salinas (of Monttrrey, Mexico),
1920) to perhaps 50,000 in the
Felix Tijerina, and R. E. Smith
late 1950s. Tijerina was one of.the
first Mexican Americans to play a ptomi~ent role in Houston's civic affairs,
and he became a potent symbol to many in the city thatHouston's version of
the American Dream was available to Latinos.
Tijerina initially found work as a bus boy in one of the original Mexican
food restaurants in Houston, and he worked his way up from the bottom to
become the proud owner of his own chain of Felix restaurants. Both the food
and the owner became Houston institutions.
As Felix and his wife Janie steadily built their restaurants, they looked
foi; ways to make a difference in Houston. From early in their lives in the
city, they were involved .in a variety of. civic causes such as the Boy Scouts
th~t sought to ii;nprove the lot of childrJn. Tijerino's most significant project
was the "Little School of the 400," a program to prepare Spanish-speaking
children tOsucceed in school by teaching them 400 basic English words.
This highly acclaimed program used creative teaching techniques later
incorporated in the federal government's Operation Head Start program.
Tijerina exhibited a sense of a dual civic responsibility, to Houston in
general and to other Mexican Americans in particular. As a four-time
national president of the League of United Latin American Citizens, he
extended his. influence far beyond Houston. By the time of his death in
1965, the Mexican American population of Houston was greater than the
total population of the city had been at the turn of the twentieth century. In
local and national affairs, Felix Tijerina put a face on the significant new
reality of growing ethnic diversity.
Entrepreneur ond Civic leader, 1905·1965

Felix Mexican Restaurant,1948
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nies provided the dynamism that fed
Houston's sustained expansion up the
ranl~s of the nation's largest cities.
The Browns and Bill Smith represented the area's booming construction
industry, which placed them in the middle
of such key economic trends as the growth
of the petrochemical industry and the
expansion of offshore petroleum production. The Browns also owned a substantial
interest in Texas Eastern Corporation, a
major competitor in one of the region's
and the nation's fastest growing regional
industries after World War II, natural gas.
Bob Smith was an independent oilman,
while Jim Abercrombie was a major supplier of tools and services to the oil industry. Gus Wortham, whose Houston-based
American General was one of the largest
insurance companies in the Southwest,
provided financial services to many of
the region's leading firms. Judge Elkins
represented the legal/banking interests
that traditionally guided Houston's evolution. Will Hobby and his wife Oveta Culp
Hobby had extensive political connections
and ran one of Houston's major daily
newspapers, The Houston Post. Jesse
Jones was Jesse Jones. This was one very
well-connected crowd.
Strong personal and business ties
linked the core members of SF. Wortham
was a protege of Jones and a friend and
business associate of the Browns; he had
organized American General in 1926 in
part with capital supplied by Jones and
Judge Elkins. In the 1940s and 1950s,
George Brown and Gus Wortham spent
long hours together on the Rice University
Board of Trustees. Among his friends at
SF, Wortham was the quiet man who
could be counted on to do his share
behind the scenes. He also set the tone for
the group as a whole with an oft-repeated
distinction between "business dollars, n
which had to be watched closely, and
"entertainment dollars," which were meant
to be spent lavishly. 21
Judge James Elkins played a central
role in the dynamics of decision-making
at SF; all members of the group valued his
counsel. This reflected his well-earned
reputation as a clear-headed, decisive
decision maker, as well as his broad connections into all areas of the Houston
political economy through his bank and
his law firm. 22 The Browns were clients of
his law firm and prominent shareholders
in his banl<.
The economic interests of the SFers

.·

often overlapped, a situation best symbolized by their memberships on various
"interlocking directorates." In practice, this
meant that many of them met regularly at
meetings of various boards of directors of
banks and other businesses based in
Houston. In general, they belonged to the
same downtown businessmen's clubs,
where they often ate lunch together. The
Browns regularly hosted lunches at a table
reserved for them at the Ramada Club.
After the meal and a drink or two, those
present often strolled back to SF for a
mid-day visit. Many belonged to the same
country clubs. They often supported each
other's favorite charities and civic causes,

Governor Will Hobby and Jesse Jones

just as they often closed ranks in support
of political candidates.
Beyond that, they were good friends
who enjoyed spending time together. Many
afternoons of cards, trips to Southwest
Conference football games, regular hunting expeditions t o various retreats, and an
annual trek to the Kentucky Derby gave
them time t o relax out of the public eye
and away from the pressures of running
their companies. In this fraternity of bosses, these strong-willed men who spent
most of their working lives making hard
decisions under intense pressure could
relax, bantering and cutting up like carefree young men. A closeness and mutual
respect gained from long and often funfilled h ours spent together helped sm ooth
over disagreements on the issues of the
moment, fostering a cohesion that was
crucial to the sustained influence exerted
by this group.
The core group of SFers stayed active
in politics. Each might be asked to ante
up a contribution to the campaign funds
of political candidates at the local, state,
or national levels who had passed muster
with the group. Similar contributions
could be expected when one of them
became highly committed to a particular

charity or civic cause. Individuals could
pass on a particular candidate or on a
request for a charitable contribution, but
all recognized that a part of their mystique as a group was their often demonstrated capacity to close ranks behind
favored causes.
Politics was their favorite sport. Most
were conservative Democrats in the traditional one-party system of Texas, but a
real Republican or two could be tolerated.
Politicians who sought support at times
underwent what amounted t o job interviews at SF, and those who passed could
expect vigorous support. The SF crowd's
unofficial endorsement was a potent
weapon for annointed "moderate" candidates who sought local and even state
offices. Campaign funds, as well as support
from Jones' Houston Chronicle and the
Hobbys' The Houston Post, often followed,
making such candidates difficult, though
not impossible, to defeat.
Despite their many political activities,
the SF crowd knew that a low profile
could be useful in politics. As Gus
Wortham was fond of saying, "You don't
go hunting with a big brass band." 23 But on
several occasions, controversy over political disputes spilled out into public. In the
early 1950s, SF supported Roy Hofheinz
for two terms as mayor of Houston. But
his efforts to raise properly assessments on
downtown buildings cost him their continued support. In the 1956 mayoral race,
the group threw its weight behind Oscar
Holcombe, who had previously held the
office for eleven terms. Hofheinz
responded by going public with the contents of a meeting in 1952 with the
Browns, James Elkins, and Gus Wortham,
with an open phone line to both the
Houston Chronicle and The Houston Post.
Hofheinz later recalled that Herman
Brown told Mayor Holcombe he was

Core Group

tromBF

Hermon Brown (1891 -1962)
Born: Belton, Texas
Moved to Houston: 1940s
Business interests: Brown & Root
(construction), Texas Eastern Corp.
(natural gas transmission)
Other interests: Southwestern University,
Texas Children's Hospital, Brown
Foundation

George R. Brown (1889-1983)
Born : Belton, Texas
Moved to Houston: 1926
Business interests : Brown & Root, Texas
Eastern Corp.

Other interests : Rice University, Museum
of Fine Arts, Brown Foundation

Robert E. "Bob" Smith (1894-1973)
Born : Greenville, Texas
Moved to Houston: 1900s
Business interests : Independent oil, real
estate, cattle

Other interests : Houston Symphony
Orchestra, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Astros, Petroleum Club

Jomes Abercrombie (1891-1975)
Born : Huntsville, Texas
Moved to Houston: 1906
Business interests : Cameron Iron Works
(oil tools), independent oil
Other interests: Texas Children's Hospital,
Pin Oak Horse Show

Gus Wortham (1891-1976)
Born : Mexia, Texas (grew up in
Huntsville)

Moved to Houston: 1915
Business interests : American General
Insurance

Other interests : Houston Symphony
Orchestra, Rice University, Wortham
Foundation

Judge James Elkins (1879-1972)
Born : Huntsville, Texas
Moved to Houston : 1917
Business interests : Vinson & Elkins (law
firm) , First City National Bank
Other interests : University of Houston,
University ofTexas, St. Anthony's Horne
for the Aged

Governor Wilriam P. Hobby (1878-1964)
Born : Moscow, Texas
Moved to Houston : 1893
Business interests : Houston Post,
KPRC (radio), KPRC-TV
Other interests : Governor of Texas
(1917-1920)

Oveta Culp Hobby (1905-1995)
Born : Killeen, Texas
Moved to Houston : 1928
Business interests : Houston Post,
KPRC (radio), KPRC-TV
Other interests : Head of WAACs
(Women's Auxiliary Army Corps),
Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare

Colonel Oveta Culp Hobby
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through as mayor, and then informed
Hofheinz that "we will support you for
mayor and all you have to do is call them
down the middle." 24 When Hofheinz later
disagreed on what constituted "the middle"
on issues such as taxes on downtown
buildings, he lost 8F's support.
In state politics, Herman Brown tool<
the lead. The state legislature in Austin in
the 1950s has never been used in high
school civic texts as the model of government of, by, and for the people. Businessled lobbying was so direct, determined,
and open that it drew responses that were
equal parts outrage, astonishment, and
admiration for a job well done. Herman
Brown spent much time in Austin while
also maintaining there a sl<illed team of
lobbyists. One key issue of concern was
the possible impact of organized labor on
the traditionally non-union operations of
Brown & Root. In an era when the Texas
Senate had only thirty-one members,
Brown held such sway that an article in

the Reader's Digest in 1953 quoted an
unidentified source that "if Herman
Brown is against something, there is no
reason for the Senate to meet." His influence was especially strong in shaping a
series of antiunion laws at the state level,
including a "right-to-worl/ law that outlawed union membership as a requirement
to hold a job. 25
The Browns' West Texas property at
Fort Clark became a frequent weekend
retreat for the brothers and their friends
in business and government. The ranch
was a short plane flight away from the
state capital, and Brown & Root's DC-3s
regularly ferried passengers from Austin
and Houston to Fort Clark. Searcy
Bracewell, a prominent Houston lawyer
and one-time state legislator who later
worlwd on political issues in Houston for
several SF members, later recalled these
leisure/lobbying trips. Of the 31 state
senators in the 1950s, "usually fifteen or
sixteen or seventeen of them ... would

come." Frequent guests at these retreats
also included political writers for the
state's major newspapers. Festive barbecues around a large, spring-fed swimming
pool highlighted the activities. Looking
bacl< at these gatherings, Bracewell concluded: "Now, in this day and time, that
would have been a scandalous situation
that Brown & Root had the state senators
out to their place.. ..In those days, it wasn't."26 Indeed, following the custom of the
time, reporters never wrote about these
get-togethers.
At the national level, the Browns and
their friends supported numerous prominent Texas politicians, led by Lyndon
Johnson, Sam Rayburn, Albert Thomas
(long-time representative of Harris
County in the House), and Lloyd
Bentsen. 27 The Browns had lmown their
fellow central Texan, Lyndon Johnson,
since his first election for the U.S. House
in 193 7. In that election the Browns
supported Johnson's opponent, but they

The Texas Medical Center in the 1950s. Oochwise, from bottom left: Hermann Hospital, Baylor College of Medicine, M.D. Anderson, and Methodist Hospital.
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recognized a winner after they were beaten by him. It was as if the brothers purchased a winning colt at a county fair and
that colt grew up to win the Triple Crown
of politics: the Senate majority leadership,
the vice presidency, and the presidency.
Their unwavering support of Johnson as
h e climbed the ladder all the way to the
presidency assured the brothers of good
political access at the highest levels of
national politics. It also focused the
intense glare of the national spotlight on
their political activities. History plays
cruel jolzes, especially in the high stalzes
game of national politics. Today, decades
after the end of extraordinarily productive lives, the Brown brothers, when
included at all in history books, generally
appear as campaign contributors to
Lyndon Johnson. 28
T he SF crowd by n o means reached
consensus on every political candidate or
every significant issue. But they shared
with other business leaders a broad vision
of Houston and a predisposition to use
their collective economic, political, and
civic influence to sh ape the city's future.
They had chosen to migrate t o Houston to
pursue their ambitions. They h ad lived
through the dramatic growth of their
adopted city and were strongly committed
to malzing Houston a better place to live.
They felt that this required the continued
growth of business and more fully developed civic institutions-art museums,
symphonies, ballets, operas, universities,
medical facilities. A lthough most of them
preferred college football to high culture,
they committed both their money and
time to these endeavors in the interest of
creating a "major league city."
This meant that they were as deeply
involved in the city's cultural life as they
were in its political life. They often used
their wealth and influence for broad
social purposes as they aggressively
shaped Houston's development. SF and
others supported such initiatives as Jim
Abercrombie's impulse to build and
support the Texas Children's Hospital.
T he philanthropic gifts of the SF crowd
(and later their foundations) and many
more helped make the Texas Medical
Center complex a major new hub of
research and jobs in Houston. They
supported the efforts of George Brown
and G us Wortham t o make the Rice
Institute into an elite university, the
parallel efforts of fellow Houstonian
Hugh Roy Cullen to build the University

j
6
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Alice Pratt Brown (seated) with husband George R.
Brown and friend.

of Houston into an agent of upward
mobility for the mass of H oustonians, and
the efforts of Herman Brown to support
Southwestern University in Georgetown,
Texas. The opera, the symphony, the
Museum of Fine Arts, and many other
cultural institutions flowered after sust ained watering with money from SF and
many more. T his generation took seriously
the need to develop in Houston the cultural and educational institutions worthy
of a major metropolis.
In addition to substantial personal
fortunes, m any of the busin ess/civic leaders also had strong-willed wives wh o toolz
seriously their responsibilities t o support
good causes. The often-used word "helpmate" does n ot do justice to their efforts.
Some of them made invaluable contributions of their time and energies to help
build the city's cultural institutions; at
times their worlz included educating their
husbands about the value of such institutions. One such woman was Alice Pratt

Brown, the wife of George Brown. Her
love of art developed as she grew up in
central Texas. Sh e came to Houston with
her husband in the 1920s and lived in the
city until her death in 19S4. She became
a steady presence in Houston cultural
affairs, with a special interest in supporting the Museum of Fine Arts, Rice
University, and her alma mater,
Southwestern University. She and other
wives of business leaders of this era played
critical roles in building and sustaining
the high-quality cultural institutions that
began to define Houston as a mature
metropolis by the 1960s. 29
Their husbands specialized in another sort of city building, the improvement
of the economic infrastructure of their
booming city. One of their dramatic and
successful initiatives involved the creation
of a new airport for Houston. By the
mid-1950s, the Houst on Municipal
Airport (later renamed Hobby Airport in
tribute to Governor Will Hobby) had
I

I

I

Improvements to Houston's airport were necessary as early as 1929. After this airplane became stuck in the
mud, a new hard surface was installed.
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been renovated with a new terminal
building. Several regular visitors at SF
and several others discussed the need for
a larger airport farther from downtown
Houston. These men included, among
others, Ralph Johnston, the Brown brothers, J.S. Abercrombie, William A. Smith,
and Hugh Roy Cullen. The group commissioned studies of potential airport
sites. The studies noted that fog was more
intense and lasted longer south of
Houston where the existing airport was
located than north of the city. A survey
conducted during the early 1950s indicated that a site north of Houston was the
most appropriate to locate a new jet airport, although no plans developed out of
the survey. 30
In late 1956 and early 1957,
through an agent, the group quietly began
purchasing land north of Houston. In
anticipation that Houston would build a
large, modern airport on this site, the
company ultimately bought 3,000 acres
for approximately $2 million.
After acquiring the land, George
Brown and several others involved in the
purchase met privately in early 1957 with
Mayor Oscar H olcombe and other city
officials, including the city attorney, the
public works director, the aviation director,
and one city council member. The group
argued that Houston needed a new jet airport to assure its future growth. They had
purchased the land for this new facility
with borrowed money and promised to
hold it until the city was ready to buy it.
T he group offered the city of H ouston a
one-year option on the land extending
until February 1, l 95S. City officials
reacted with skepticism, noting that
Hobby Airport had just received a new terminal building.
Mayor H olcombe nonetheless indicated that he wanted the city to go forward with the purchase of the land, but
after he lost the next mayoral election,
the process broke down. The newly elected mayor, Louis Cutrer was not eager t o
go forward with the deal. According to
Louis Welch, h e questioned the motives
of the group: "You're not going to tell me
that that bunch of high rollers isn't in
this for money. They're looking for a
profit on this."31
After the deadline for the city to
purchase the land had passed, Judge
Elkins, Gus Wortham, and H erman and
George Brown met with Mayor Cutrer
and forcefully argued that the city should
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purchase the land for the airport. They
assured the skeptical mayor that they
sought the good of H ouston, not personal
profits. Cutrer finally yielded. By the
early 1960s, construction began on
Houston Intercontinental Airport, which
became Houston's major airport when it
opened for oper.a tions in 1969. The
acquisition of a site for what became
Bush International Airport was motivated
primarily by civic interest, not the selfinterest of those involved.
Another event orchestrated by civic
leaders in the early 1960s pulled the city
southward toward Galveston while illustrating the power of a full-court press by
SF and many others. W hen NASA began
scouting about for a site to build what
became the Manned Spacecraft Center
(which later became the Johnson Space
Center or JSC), Houston joined other
cities in a race t o acquire this jewel. The
city brought t o bear impressive resources
in its quest for the JSC. George Brown
was more than a close friend of Vice
President Johnson, who chaired National
Aeronautics and Space Council (NASC),
the federal board that advised the president on all aspects of the space program.
He also was chairman of trustees at Rice
and was appointed in 1961 by Johnson as
a civilian member of the NASC. Kenneth
Pitzer, Rice's president, had strong ties to
Representative A lbert Thomas, who
chaired the house committee that
approved NASA's funding. Thomas and
George Brown had been friends since
their freshmen year together at Rice in
1916, and he was always eager to help
Houst on at the federal level. Morgan
Davis, then the chairman of the Houstonbased Humble Oil & Refining Company,
had worked with Brown on other civic
projects, and he supplied a critical element
in the plan to persuade NASA to select
Houston for its coveted project. 32
The plan was simple. Humble owned
a large tract of land south of the city that
seemed well suited for the JSC . Davis, who
like many officers before him at Humble
had strong ties to Rice, agreed to donate
this land to the university. After expanding the original tract of land to meet
NASA's requirements, Rice offered this
land as a gift to NASA. The rest of the
proposal came t ogether quickly, and
almost before other cities had warmed up
for the race for the JSC, Houston had
crossed the fini sh line victorious.
The city benefited greatly from this

victory, since the JSC expanded rapidly
and became a much-needed source of
diversity for a regional economy still
dominated by the petroleum industry.
Rice gained national attention and new
funding for space-related programs.
Humble Oil profited from the development of a planned community on land
adjacent to the JSC. Brown & Root
received a relatively small construction
design contract for the JSC, but publicity
surrounding this episode boosted the reputation of George Brown, his company,
and his university. The nation found a
good site for a vital space program that
provided a healthy measure of diversification to the regional economy. And
Houston's business/civic leadership had
another impressive story to tell in the ongoing saga of it s "can do" spirit.
In the era of SF and many others,
one important barrier to the status of a
major league city could not be so easily
cleared. Jim Crow still remained in
Houst on in 1960. By that time the civil
rights movement had defeated the segregationist s in the courts and had them on
the run throughout the South. The practical question was not if, but when and
how Houston would dismantle its Jim
Crow system.
H ouston's business/civic leaders had
resisted taking charge of change on this
issue for half a century. They now faced
difficult choices. In the deep South, the
violent defense of Jim Crow against determined civil rights demonstrators had produced bloody conflicts sent out over the
airwaves for all the world to see. In 1960,
Houston's black population had grown to
more than 215,000, a figure roughly
equal to the total population of the city in
the mid- l 920s. With an eye on the escalating racial conflict in much of the
South, white civic leaders in Houston
sought to cut their losses by desegregating
with as little violence as possible. With the
cooperation of most of the city's media,
they arranged for drug store counters and
some public accommodations to be desegregated with a blackout on the sort of publicity that had assured the presence of
aggressive white racists at similar sit-ins in
other parts of the South. Administrators
at Rice and at the University of Houston
followed a similar path, moving as quietly
as possible to admit black students. 33
C hairman of the Board George
Brown led the way at Rice in the early
Continued on page 40

A strong push from Brown & Root construction workers made the new Rice Stadium (shown here under construction) ready for the first game
of the 1950 season.
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SHIP CHANNELS AND AIRPORTS AND SPACECRAFT CENTERS might prove easy enough, but the
harsher test of civic leadership proved to be the building of
sports stadiums. 8F and many others spent much energy trying to acquire the most obvious symbol in popular culture of
a "major league city" - major league sports teams. They also
worked hard to build big time athletic programs at local universities. Both required large stadiums, which are expensive
propositions. The high visibility of such projects and the
mixture of public and private funds often used to build them
assured that they would come under intense public scrutiny.
The first postwar effort at stadium building in Houston
involved college football. Southwest Conference football was
a major sport in these years, and Rice Institute had some of
the best teams in its history in the 1940s and 1950s. By
the late 1940s, boosters of the Rice football program found
the existing stadium's capacity of about 30,000 to be inadequate. As the Brown brothers and Gus Wortham led discussions of the construction of a new stadium for Rice, other
groups within the city also began to look into the prospects
for building a stadium worthy of a city on the move.
Suddenly, proposals for new stadiums popped up all over.
The fact that the city's rival to the north, Dallas, now had a
fine new stadium to host the Cotton Bowl, added urgency to
the debate. If Rice had a new stadium, the University of
Houston, of course, needed one also. The Houston Fat Stock
Show needed a new home worthy of its bulls. Glenn

McCarthy and others schemed to find a way to build a stadium capable of enticing an existing major league baseball team
to move to Houston. Mayor Holcombe and the Houston City
Council proposed the construction of "Houston Stadium," a
110,000 seat monster to be used by everyone and to try to
attract such events as the Pan American Games.
As 8F and others argued about the best way to move a
large stadium off the drawing board, Brown and Wortham
finally lost patience. They convinced the Rice board to go it
alone. The proposed Rice Stadium quickly grew in size from
50,000 seats to 70,000. Wortham took the lead in selling
options to buy season tickets that netted about $1.6 million
of the final cost of $2.l million. The Browns pushed the
project forward by agreeing to build the stadium at cost.
Brown & Root attacked the job as it had the construction of
ships for the war effort, with crews working two ten-hour
shifts in a determined nine-month blitz to complete the stadium before the start of the football season in September of
1950. When a reporter asked Herman Brown if the stadium
would be finished on time, Brown famously answered with his
own question: "Is it a day game or a night game?" He obviously relished the task of proving that his company and his
friends at 8F were up to the task. The night game was played
on the scheduled date with all the seats full in a mostly finished stadium worthy of a major college football program in a
major league city. 34
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1 960s. By th en h e knew that Rice could
not gain th e federal funds, the faculty, or
the administrators needed to become a
first-rate university if it remained segregated. An ugly court battle in which former students of Rice sued the university
to prevent desegregation tested the
resolve of Brown and the Rice board.
After Baker Botts lawyers successfully
defended the university from the
demands of the pro- segregationist farmer
students, Rice finally admitted its first
black undergraduate in 1965.35
SF and others have been given credit
for h elping Houst on desegregate with relatively little violence. They did this, but
only after forces beyond their control
farced them t o act. A grassroots movement in Houston led by black activists
and an ascendant n ational civil rights

m ovement left them with little ch oice in
th e early 1960s. The key civic leaders in
th is pivotal era were not those wh o finally stepped aside from the doors of traditionally all-white institutions, but those
wh o actively confronted segregation and
sh oved open those doors. Their ranks
include numerous young black citizens
wh o physically desegregated the institutions th at embodied the old Jim Crow
syst em. Included were college students
such as Winona Frank, who was am ong
the first black students at Lamar in
Beaumont in 1956; Charles Freeman,
one of the first black undergraduat es at
Rice in 1965; Nia Becnel, one of an
impressive early group of black students
wh o left a permanent, positive imprint
on the University of Houston; and many
oth ers.* Such names may never appear in
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• Winona Frank graduated from Lamar and had a long career as a teacher in the
B eaumont Independent School District. (Her son, Amilcar Shabazz, has an article
in this issue.} Charles Freeman, a N ational M erit Finalist from Port Arthur, transfe rred to Texas Southern University in 196 7. (H e was my suitemate at Rice, and 1
remained astonished by how little Rice did to prepare him, other students, or the
university as a whole for the process of desegregation.} In the spring of 1967, in
response to growing activism by black students including Freeman, policemen
stormed the dorms at TSU. When an o/ficer died a/ter police fire ricocheted o/f the
dorms, Freeman and four others became scapegoats for the night of violence, and
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1960

1970

1980

listings of the region's "civic leaders," but
they remain useful symbols of those who
literally took th e first courageous steps in
desegregating sch ools and public accommodations in our region, often at great
personal costs. 36 T h eir actions helped end
the long era of formal segregation. Yet
efforts to repair the personal and societal
destruction wrought by the Jim Crow system and to find ways to create a more
open and just racial/social order
remained formidable challenges for the
region's civic leaders, white and black,
after the turbulent 1 960s.

The Coming of the Greater Houston
PannershlP-19BOs to present
Herman Brown died in 1962; George, in
19S3. Between those dates the leaders of
postwar Houston steadily passed from the
scene. Their reputation for decisive action
had been earned in an era that gave them
much leeway to decide. Decades of steady
economic growth created new jobs, easing
social tensions. Only near the end of this
era did the racial time bomb of Jim Crow
threaten to explode, and SF and others
moved, however reluctantly, to defuse it.
A one party political system- and a probusiness party at th at- held power for
much of their era, and SF and many more
proved adept at using it to their advantage.
Although Houst on more than tripled in
population from 1940 to 1970, for most
of these years the city remained compact
enough for the downtown business leaders
to hold the region together on key issues.
In these years, SF and others
enjoyed a hell of a run, building produc tive nationally- competitive companies
that created jobs by the tens of thousands in the Houston region. Many of
the business leaders in this era built their
own companies, earning personal fortunes relatively early in their careers that
gave them the independence and
resources to pursue their civic and political interests. With a swagger backed by
real power over mu ch of what mattered,
they worked and played hard in an era

they were tried for inciting a riot that led to the policeman '.s death. A/ter a hung
jury, Freeman went back to school at Lamar and then earned a law degree at the
University of Houston (UH). H e practiced public interest law until his death at age
5 4 in 2003. Nia Becnel was not one of the very ftrst black students at UH, which
desegregated its undergraduate programs in 1962. But she was one of a dynamic
group of black students several years later that helped create the African American
Studies Program at UH. Later, as a faculty member of the College of Architecture
at UH, she remained active in the study of Houston '.s Freedmen '.s Town be/ore her
untimely death in 1990.
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The Lamar Hotel and suite BF, symbols of Houston's most powerful business and civic leaders, came crashing down on April 14, 1985.

c

George and Herman Brown

that gave them more admiration than
criticism. In civic affairs, they demonstrated an undeniable love of their
adopted hometown and a willingness to
commit their time and money to its betterment. The legend of 8F has exaggerated both how tightly power was held in
postwar Houston and how cohesive the
downtown business elite was in those
years. But the impact of 8F and many
more on Houston's development is difficult to exaggerate.
Those who came after them had a
tough act to follow and a much more dif-

~
~
~
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ficult stage on which to perform. From the
1970s through the end of the twentieth
century, the Houston economy went
through a cycle of boom, bust, and rebirth
that posed severe challenges to the region's
business leaders. While tending to the
health of their own companies in an
increasingly competitive economy, those
who cared about Houston's future had to
find ways to help diversify the petroleumled economy that had served the region so
well in the past. And they had to do this in
a global economy in which deregulation
had removed many traditional safety nets.
The last thirty years of the twentieth
century witnessed another doubling in the
population of the Houston area. This
much larger size combined with sprawl
out into ever-growing suburbs made the
city much more difficult to manage from
the perspective of those in the downtown
business community. They faced a growing challenge in defining a common
interest for the broad region centered on
Houston but extending forty or fifty
miles in all directions, south to
Galveston, north to The Woodlands, west

to Katy, southeast to Sugar Land, and (at
least on some issues) east all the way to
Beaumont and Port Arthur.
They also needed ways to bring a
measure of unity to an increasingly diverse
population. In the decades after desegregation, white and black leaders alike confronted hard questions involving integration. At the same time, Houston was
attracting growing numbers of migrants
from a variety of ethnic backgrounds. To
move the city forward, Houston's leaders
had to find ways to build consensus on lzey
civic issues in a multiracial, multiethnic
society. "Embracing diversity," an issue
largely neglected before the 1970s, proceeded along numerous avenues. The most
pressing challenge was to create a public
school system capable of preparing children from a variety of backgrounds to
compete as equals in the m odern economy.
Past leaders in Houston had made great
headway in developing institutions of
higher education, but they had seldom
focused their attentions and resources on
the public schools.
Before business/civic leaders could
Tl1c Houston Review-volume l, no. 2
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tackle such issues, they had to find ways to
organize civic initiatives. Captain Balzer
and friends could meet in a hotel coffee
shop; SF could meet in a single hotel
suite; SF and others could meet in a hotel
lobby; the expanded leadership needed to
move a larger, more diverse city required
the grand ballroom.
During the oil boom of the 1970s,
prosperity washed aside many such concerns. But when the oil price bubble burst
in the 19SOs, the region went into a
downward spiral as devastating to its economy as the onset of the Great Depression
had been. This "oil depression" raised
fundamental questions about the city's

leum industry? Could other industries be
added to the region's growing space and
medical industries to build a more balanced regional economy?
The new generation of business
leaders was t oo large to list, too diverse
to classify easily. It included bankers and
lawyers operating within banlzs and law
firms far different than those of Captain
Baker's era; Houston-based developers
active around the world with a bit of the
dash of Jesse Jones; representatives of
Houston- based oil, gas, and oil- related
manufacturing with a more corporate
tinge than their counterparts in SF; and
a variety of others from emerging new
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Robert Onstead (right), 1990 chairman of the Greater Hous ton Partnership, recognizes Ben Love
for his leadership.

future. The challenge of recovery attracted
the efforts of business and civic leaders
who had come to prominence in the boom
years. During the flush times of the
1970s, this diverse group had taken to the
taslz of mobilizing the city's resources to
sustain and expand the cultural and educational institutions created by earlier
generations. But hard times brought harder tasks. How could the "energy capital of
the world" cushion itself against the cycles
of boom and bust that plagued the petro-
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industries from space, to medical, to
computers. The downtown business community still dominated, but many others
emerged from the numerous "satellite
cities" that had grown around Houston
by the 19S0s. An increasingly ethnically
diverse middle class and professional
class had a seat at the table, as did representatives of suburbs with futures closely
tied to Houston's.
One of the best symbols of this generation is Ben Love, whose experiences

reached back into the world of Jesse Jones
and the SF crowd and forward into the
creation of the Greater Houston
Partnership. Lil<e most of Houston's business/civic leaders, he grew up in a small
town, the north Texas community of Paris.
Love's early and lasting impression of
Houston came during World War II.
While training to be an Army Air Force
navigator at Ellington Field, he came into
the city on weelzend passes to visit the
U.S.O. He came away impressed with
Houst on's prospects, especially after
receiving a grand tour of sorts by older
Houston businessmen who, in typical
booster tradition, showed soldiers like
Love the town while touting it as a good
place to make a career after the war.
After flying twenty-five B-17
missions over Europe with the Eighth Air
Force, Love returned t o the University of
Texas and completed his business degree.
Then, as so many small-town Texans had
done before him, he cast his future with
that of Houston. As he succeeded in
building his own business and then in
becoming a banker, he gradually became
more involved in civic affairs. Talzen
under the wing of SFer Gus Wortham, he
gained growing prominence in civic
affairs as he moved up t o become chairman and CEO of Texas Commerce
Bancshares, a maj or downtown banlz with
a predecessor once owned by Jesse Jones.
Love did not have the option to keep oldf ashioned "banker's hours" while devoting
his time to civic issues. In a rapidly
changing banking industry, he worked
overtime to meet the rising tide of competition and to build a statewide bank
holding company. But he also found time
to become involved in a wide range of
civic projects. One of these was the reorganization of the city's business/civic
leadership to better meet the needs of a
city that continued to grow larger, both in
population and area, and more diverse,
both in ethnic and economic terms. 37
Love joined a collection of civic
leaders who sought to create some sort
of "big umbrella" capable of pulling
together business/ civic leaders in their
sprawling city. The Chamber of
Commerce had done this at times in the
city's past, notably during the hard times
of the 1930s. In the 19SOs, as in the
1930s, economic development was badly
needed, and the Greater Houston
Partnership (GHP) evolved to address

this need. The list of its founders and its
early presidents reads like a 1990s rollcall of a suite SF with the walls knocked
out to take in the entire eight flo or. But
the rank-and-file members included a
much broader slice of H ouston than had
been characteristic of previous generations of business/civic leaders. Men and
women from businesses large and small
were joined in this big t ent by people
from non-profits, social service
providers, and other professions. With
some success, the Partnership reached
out far beyond the all-white male downt own businessmen who dominated earlier
generations of civic leaders.
The key issues fac ed by the
Partnership were at first glance similar
t o those of earlier eras in the region's
history. As always, first came the need
for jobs. Amid sustained economic
growth in the decades after World War
II, job creation seemed on automatic
pilot, but the oil bust of the l 9SO s
demolished that illusion. The diversification of the regional economy became a
central concern of the Greater Houston
Partnership, and the organization's work
has reinforced market forces in fostering
the emergence of a more diverse set of
medical, space, and technical industries
to supplement the region's traditional
core activities in oil, gas, petrochemicals,
and oil-related manufacturing.
Business conditions at the turn of
the twenty-first century, however, present
stark differences from those during most
of the twentieth century, and these differences have profound implications for
civic leadership. Many of the pot ential
business/civic leaders in Houston today
did not move h ere to stay as of old, but
rather are passing through as they move
up the corporate escalators. Will such
individuals display the long -term commitment to the city that characterized
earlier generations? In addition, an
intense merger movement in oil, natural
gas, and banking has greatly reduced the
number of large companies in these vital
industries, further reducing the list of
potential difference makers in civic
affairs. When, for example, a company
with the record of good civic works of
Tenneco disappears, the void is most difficult to fill . Can the "foreign" banks
that have purchased the major H ouston
banks reasonably be expected to be their
equals as corporate citizens? Finally, a
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deregulated, globally competitive business world has become meaner and more
demanding than the business environment in the postwar boom years. Civic
leadership is easier to embrace when
your business is on automatic pilot than
when it is in a fight to the death for survival in worldwide competition. The
future will make its own judgments of
Ken Lay's business decisions, but his full
to overflowing plate of civic endeavors
had to deflect h is attentions from his
duties at Enron at a critical juncture in
his company's development. Ironically,
Lay's many civic contributions will probably be buried beneath the rubble of
Enron's collapse, a cruel reminder that
business leadership in civic affairs has
always flowed from the power and
resources of successful companies.
In the 1990s, Lay spoke persuasively
about the need to build Houston into a
world-class city so that world-class companies such as Enron could continue to
attract the talented employees they needed
to succeed. Despite his company's collapse,
we should not dismiss Lay's sentiments. A
world-class city, properly understood,
requires a business climate that embraces
much more than low taxes, lax regulation,
and neglected public services. Needed are
other factors that could contribute to
profitable business operations in the longterm, such as an excellent public school
system, clean air and water, efficient transportation, and safe working conditions.
Success in a global economy will also
accrue to businesses and regions that
understand how to take advantage of the
skills and ambitions of people from
diverse backgrounds. A healthy business
climate, much more broadly defined than
in the city's past, will continue to be vital
to its future.
Aggressive business/civic leadership
will continue to play important roles in
shaping Houston, but modern leaders face
a more difficult set of challenges than
their predecessors. The rapid population
growth and spectacular expansion of
regional-based companies and industries
since the heyday of SF now call for the
redoubled efforts of the even larger collection of people and resources encompassed
by the GHP. The activities of Houstonian
George Mitchell-from the redevelopment of his hometown of Galveston, to
his Houston-based oil company, to his
planned community at The Woodlands-

exemplify the growing economic integration of the Houston Metropolitan Area.
The big umbrella required to hold
those who deserve a voice in shaping the
future of this sprawling region will need
seats for many such leaders from outside
the downtown business community. It will
need more seats for the growing number
of women and for representatives of the
"minorities" who are rapidly becoming the
majority in the region. But most of all, it
will need seats for people with the vision
and commitment to identify critical problems and solve them.
As we go about this last demanding
task, we would do well t o recall the work
of those who came before us. They were
very good at job creation and at building
and sustaining institutions of high culture,
higher education, and sports. Looking
back, we might wish that they had paid
greater attention to other issues such as
pollution control, public education, historical preservation, and green space. But
we cannot h onestly examine their record
without noting the mix of commitment,
passion, energy, and, yes, money they
brought to the civic affairs of their adopted city. If we could bottle that and serve it
with lunch at the meetings of the Greater
Houston Partnership (and many others),
we might unleash a new generation of
civic involvement capable of finding creative solutions to the many challenges presented by our ever-growing city. If we
become pessimistic about meeting such
challenges, we should recall the leap of
faith required by those who looked at a
small, hot, dirty town on a meandering
bayou one hundred years ago and saw the
raw material from which they could build
a major metropolis. •

1928 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION continued from page 25
serve them well, Houstonians often t ook
Sunday afternoon strolls near the convention site to watch the construction of
"D emocracy's Cradle." 11
While overseeing the building of the
new hall, city officials also made countless other improvements to dress Houston
in her best "Sunday clothes." Mayor
Holcombe proclaimed the first of April as
"Clean- U p Weeb," prodding city residents
to beautify their h omes by planting flowers and cleaning-up unsightly rubbish.
Two days later, 1196 cubic yards of trash
had been cleared from Houston streets,
but there was still much to be done. In
anticipation of an automobile stampede,
worl<ers repaired damaged streets and
paved additional ones. The city also finalized plans for adorning downtown streets
with fl ags, barrels of ice water, and nearly
200 additional police offi cers during the
convention. New Texas road maps
designed "t o spread knowledge of the
Lone Star State and its hist ory and
attractions" alon g with expanded city
parl<ing lots rounded out efforts t owelcome out-of-t own motorist s.
Because Houston lacl<ed hotel facili ties to accommodate all convention visitors, a variety of additional housing
options also had to be identified and made
available. Such accommodations included

private homes, dormitories at the Rice
Institute (now Rice University), campsites
at Galveston beach, and specially built
tourist centers that offered shower baths
and first aid facilities. Heightened efforts
by local and federal officials t o enforce
Prohibition resulted in the confiscation of
several shipments of liquor earmarl<ed for
convention bootleggers. To provide convention guests with entertainment they
were sure to remember, officials amassed
almost a dozen marching bands and made
preparations for the "biggest rodeo ever
h eld in the Southwest ." In addition, an
enormous Hospitality House was built
adjacent to the convention hall to provide
cold drinl<s, shaded bench es, rest room
facilities, writing rooms, teleph ones, and
information booths for visitors unable to
gain admittance to the actual convention.
Private companies joined in readiness
efforts as well, with Southwestern Bell
alone spending nearly $500,000 for new
telephone lines and booths in the heart of
the convention area-the largest, most
expensive expansion at that time in the
company's history.
W ith t he potential for so many
improvements to amplify an already
inflated sen se of city pride, it is n o wo nder that one journalist quipped: "The
only trouble about having the

Democratic Convention in Houston is
that Texas will blow so much about it. We
shall never hear the last of it." Indeed, by
June city officials had already sent thousands of phot ograph s, stories, and propaganda to cities all across the country
h eralding the finer points of America's
newest convention city. Houston was
finally ready to capitalize on its newfound notoriety, and its crowning
moment lay just over the horizon. 12
Houston's pre-convention preparations were by n o means an exclusively
white male affair. Throngs of area
women proved indispensable t o the city's
fund-raising and beautification efforts,
prompting the Houston Post-Dispatch t o
recognize that the success of events li1'1e
the "Me Too" button campaign largely
hinged upon the labor of women. While
most women's groups lent their energies
to the city in such traditional social
"h ousekeeping" activities, others like the
Women's Ch ristian Temperance U nion
preferred to take direct political action.
C h oosing to place their own political
agendas above Houston's quest for
national commendation, however, these
"co ld-water throwers" became easy targets of blame wh en the city's preparations occasionally went awry. Blacl<s on
the oth er hand, had no such opportunity
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Democratic Party members from across the U.S. filled the streets of downtown Houston.

to move beyond their historically subordinate roles. A lthough city officials urged
the "negro section of the city" to "clean up
and beautify" their homes and lawns, the
greatest pre- convention demand placed on
Houston's blacl< population was for their
"dependable" services as "cooks, maids,
porters, chauffeurs and other help."
H ouston's pre-convention preparations obviously did not occur in a political vacuum. As city officials molded the
environment in which delegates would
meet, independent political currents
simultaneously chiseled the contours of
the convention agenda. On the eve of the
convention, Al Smith practically had the
Party's n omination loclwd- up with more
than 700 delegates in his pocket and
another 170 leaning his way. Indeed,
Smith was not expected t o win by a landslide only because a few states had decided to send uninstructed delegations and
others had promised t o bacl< favorite son s
like Cordell Hull of Tennessee, James
Reed of Missouri, and Jesse Jones of
Texas. Nevertheless, Smith seen1ed likely
t o easily obtain the votes of two-thirds of
the delegates that he needed t o secure tl1e
nomination, and he decided not to
attend the convention in Houston.
Although it was customary at the
time for presidential candidates to
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decline atten ding their nominating conventions, Smith had m ore significant
reasons for opting to be "the most
important man, not in t own." He had
promised the state of New Yorl~ that h e
would not "lift a fing er" t o obtain the
Democratic nomination, electin g instead
t o let his public service record make him
deserving of the nomination. Moreover,
as an associate of the infamous
Tammany Hall, Smith did not want to
appear to be "grasping for the nomination. " Even more importantly, as a candid opponent of Prohibition, Smith did
not want to envenom the deep division
between "wet" an d" dry" factions of the
Party. As H . L. Mencken n oted, "Al
Smith's n o hypocrite. H e doesn't go out
and mal<e people believe h e's a rank
Prohibitionist when h e's a guzzler."
While Smith opted t o monitor the convention by r adio, he did prompt his wife
and children to attend the convention.
Painted by the press as "dowdy, vulgar . . .
and a heavy drinl<er," Mrs. Smith heeded
her husband's request t o use the convention to redefine her public image as a
"good, simple, and handsome woman." 13
With h opes for harmony overriding
fears of division, an estimat ed 33,000
visitors began to descend upon Houston
in trains, cars, and ships during mid

June. The early arrival of such standouts
as Congressman Cordell Hull and popular humorist Will Rogers threw Houston
into a state of "bedlam" as convention
"fever" swept the city. Vendors hawking
everything from Al Smith ties embroidered with beer mugs to "buttons as big
as saucers" elevated the "carnival-like"
atmosphere of the city. Sporting cigars
and solemn faces, G eorge W Olvany
declared on behalf of the Tammany delegates, "We came here t o nominate for
president an Abe Lincoln from the
'Sidewalks of New York;" as bands serenaded them with the son g of the same
name.
Al Smith's wife and children soon
reached the city as well, bearing reports
that the n ominee-to-be "was eager ... t o
get their observations and impressions of
the convention." Having just covered the
Republican convention in Kansas City
two weeb earlier, members of the
"Convention Press Army" also filtered
into the city, discovering that in
Houst on they were celebrities in their
own right. U ndoubt edly the most anticipated luminary of the convention, however, was famed New York mayor Jimmy
Walker. Decked in a purple suit and
white Panama h at , Walker st epped off
his train t o the largest welcoming crowd
of the H ouston convention. Thousands
of female fans fawn ed over the dapper
"Prince of Wales." One adoring follower
who "loolwd old enough t o know better"
exclaimed "Isn't he just t oo cut e!" With
taxis m arlw d "Coliseum O nly" and
activist s hoistin g flyers at every passerby,
Houst on's new convention hall was formally dedicat ed on June 24 in a lavish
ceremony attended by Edith Wilson,
wife of the late Presi dent. Houston's rise
to prominence had finally begun. 14
National Party Ch airman Clem
S haver opened the first session of the
convention on June 26 to trite welcoming speeches and rather uneventful logistical Party business. In contrast to the
convention's mundane opening, however,
famed hist orian and writer C laude
Bowers brought the first day of the
Houston convention to a fiery close with
a "bombastic, fist-shakin g" keynote
address that declared Republicans "pillage[d] by law" and "[stole] by stealth."
Wearisome presidential n ominations
filled nearly all of the second day of the
convention but not before Permanent
Chairman Joseph T. Robinson delivered

./

a controversial speech denouncing religious affiliation as an inappropriate criteria for political office. A riotous
demonstration ensued as avid Smith
backers chanted "Al! We want Al!" while
southern dry delegations chose to listen
to the sounds of "The 0 ld-Time
Religion" from their seats. Franklin D.
Roosevelt had the honor of prompting
thirty additional minutes of political
pageantry when formally nominating the
"happy warrior, Alfred Smith," bringing
the first two days of the Houston convention to a boist erous close as the
sounds of "The Sidewalks of New York"
faded into the night.
With radio announcers beaming
news of Houston to a nationwide audience of eleven million, city residents
redoubled their concern with the impression their city was making on convention guests and journalists. L ocal residents took their first sigh of relief when
convention visitors reacted positively to
Houston. Whether commenting on the
"huge success" of Houston's pre-convention preparations or the many "pretty
women" gracing the city's streets, acco lades of "marvelous" and "beautiful" were
a dime a dozen. Convention guests also
spoke highly of the many forms of
entertainment the city had prepared.
Twice daily, guests were treated t o the
"grueling contests of cowboy sport" at t h e
convention rodeo held at the Rice athletic fie ld, while visitors seeking more
traditional entertainment took in a performance of the "Houston Dur bar," a
grand novelty show featuring a cast of
600 actors and dancers in such convention boosting numbers as "D emocrat s ...
Houston Welcomes You." Despite
enhanced efforts to enforce Prohibition
laws even before the convention began,
out- of-town guests had little trouble
rounding up liquid entertainment and
participating in what one visitor labeled
drinl'1ing "orgies that would have been a
disgrace even in saloon days." Will
Rogers summed up this sentiment best:
"The wh ole talk down here is Wet and
Dry. The delegates just can't hardly wait
till the next bottle is opened to discuss
it.n15
Even with a profusion of cool beverages, few guests found adequate refuge
from the scorching Houston h eat . As
mounted police officers watched their
horses' hooves sinl'1 into the sizzling
pavement outside of the convention hall,

delegates within only muttered "cool"
when describ ing tempers, not temperatures. Between convention sessions many
Party dignit aries could be seen flocking
"coatless and perspiring" t o nearby ice
trucl<s for any relief they could fin d from
the incessant heat. After some visitors
were treated in Houston hospitals for
heat-related illness, Will Ro gers noted
that "if perspiration was a marl<etable
commodit y, the party could pay off the
national debt." Journalists at the Rice
Hotel similarly reported crowds of "a
thousand sweating men and women,
panting, laughing, [and] swearing,"
including one heat-aggravated maverick
who fired his revolver in the hotel elevator after losing patience with the maddening hysteria. Indeed, after a horsemounted woman galloped up the Hotel's
staircase to "fresh en up" in the powder
room, one historian appropriately
labeled the heat-exacerbated atmosphere
of the Houston convention as a "circus
of Texas- style high jinks, hoorahing and
high- rolling, highfalutin business and
social hobnobbery." 16
While many visiting women assisted
local organizations with entertainment
and hospitality activities, oth ers participated directly in the convention. The

Democratic National Committee had
urged states to fill h alf of their recently
accrued "at large" positions with female
delegates, ostensibly giving women "adequate representation" at the Houston
convention . However, the addition of a
new male "at-large" delegate for every
new female one made this change essentially cosmetic, confirming the Party's
underlying desire to maintain "prevailing party custom." The scant presence of
women on convention committees only
confirmed the Party's commitment to
this traditional view. What women
lacl'1ed in formal power, however, they
made up with informal lobbying. As one
journalist noted, "giggling flapp ers"
could be seen at every street corner rallying behind various causes, the most
important of which was Prohibition.
Consequently, hundreds of women gathered at regular prayer meetings lasting as
long as five hours to plead for divine
intervention against S mith's nomination. To them, behind Smith's candidacy
loomed "the greatest crisis since the
Civil War," and every possible action was
justified to prevent such an apocalypse. 17
Politically- minded women fared
much better at the Houston convention
than blacks. A lynchin g in Houston only

Looking north on Main Street around the time of the convention.
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six days before the convention became
the source of much concern in national
newspapers (see the article by Dwight
Watson in this issue). Unfortunately,
those in charge of the convention did
little to ameliorate the lynching's underlying message. As one commentator discerned, the Democratic Party functioned
as "a sort of racial church in the South"
where "heresy is a crime." As a result,
"no half-subdued, half-defiant Negro
delegations" could be seen at the Houston
convention "for the Negro does not vote
with the Democratic Party in the South
and Democracy knows him not." Blacks
who attended the convention sat in a
chicken wired "colored section" within
the convention hall, a portion of the
otherwise packed facility that was "seldom
full." Thus, it was no wonder that one
observer felt the Houston convention
exuded an atmosphere of the older South,
where the only sound piercing the unspoken silence of white superiority was that
of black jubilee singers performing slave
spirituals-a diversion from the "cottongrowing heat" that was much to the delight
of many white convention guests. 18
Between convention sessions and
entertainment activities, the Party
Platform Committee met in the "furnacelike" Houston Public Library to hash out
its formal views on such controversial
issues as agricultural relief, tariff rates,
and Prohibition enforcement. After
hours of heated debate, Southern "bonedry" factions and "moist" Northern delegates agreed on a comprise plank that
called for "an honest effort to enforce"
the 18th amendment-a deliberately
ambiguous provision that allowed individual Party members to maintain their own
views on the real need for Prohibition.
While the Party's Prohibition plank could
be seen as "a passive endorsement of the
status quo" designed to promote "harmony" and "the success of the Democratic
Party," the same could not be said for the
plank on agriculture. To address the
plight of America's farmers, the Platform
committee adopted an assertive plank
calling for federal support in the form of
loans and cooperatives. Moreover, the
plank on tariff rates signaled "a remarkable abandonment by the Democrats at
Houston of their historic position." The
Party voiced Republican-like support for
more protective rates, reflecting the
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increasing industrialization of the South
and the desire to protect the interests of
big business. Indeed, after the Platform
Committee proceeded to abandon a
League of Nations plank for first time
since the Wilsonian era, one delegate
remarked, "McKinley could have run on
our tariff plank and Lodge on our plank
on international relations." Still, by

around the convention hall amidst falling
balloons and enlisted the sights and
sounds of the Old Gray Mare Band-a
phalanx of musicians and donkeys led by
Mrs. Katie Parks. After thirteen minutes
of horsing around, Chairman Robinson
kindly declared that "the lady will please
remove the cavalry from the hall." On
the first roll call for the presidential
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advocating state rights and refusing to
adopt an anti-lynching plank as the
Republicans had done two weeks earlier,
the Houston Democratic Platform was
distinct, signaling a redefinition of "traditional Democratic doctrine" that
shunned "the received wisdom of the
Wilsonian Bryanite Democracy." 19
On its third day, the convention
approved the Platform by a voice vote,
marking the first time an amendment
roll-call vote was unnecessary since 1912
and the first time a minority report was
not filed since 1882. The most animated
demonstration before the vote came when
the name of Jesse Jones was placed in
nomination. Southern delegates paraded

nomination, Smith received 724% votes,
falling just short of the 733 1/i needed.
When it became apparent that no other
candidate had received enough votes to
challenge Smith, many delegates abruptly switched their votes in favor of Smith,
making a second ballot unnecessary.
Smith won with a total of 849% votes,
becoming the first Roman Catholic
nominated for president by a major
political party in American history.
In heartfelt jubilation, Smith's wife
waved a green handkerchief while calling
her husband's nomination "the happiest
moment of my life." Careful to avoid
exciting the edgy nerves of Smith's
opposition, the Tammany delegation

kept its euphoria at a polite and modest
level. As one reporter noted, "the band
n ever t ooted 'Tammany' at all and they
didn't even spring the side walk piece
until late in the show when everybody
was fed up with Dixie." After the Party
had overcome the division that Smith's
nomination had threatened to incite,
Will R ogers wryly concluded:
"Democracy has found a candidate, now
they are looking for a drink. "20
In contrast t o the capacity crowds of
the first three days, the convention hall
was only two-thirds full on the fourth
and final day for the nomination of
Smith's running mate. Although several
states offered favorite son s, or a favorite
daughter in the case of Wyoming's Nellie
Tayloe Ross, few doubted that Senator
Joseph Robinson of Arkansas had the
vice presidential nomination all but
wrapped-up. Southern, Protestant, and
"dry," Robinson offset Smith's n omination by appealing to "championed
Prohibitionists, who thought of
Tammany as a uniquely wicked organization" and "whose heritage included a
deep substratum of hatred and fear of
Roman Catholicism." Unsurprisingly,
Robinson secured the nomination handily with 1035 1/6 votes. Noting the larger
significance of Robinson's selection, the
Arkansas Gazette pronounced: "The
action of the Houston convention is of
historic significance because the nomination of Senator Robinson means that
after sixty-four years of virtual exile
from such h onor, the South again furnishes one of the two men named as
standard bearers by a major party."
Before the final gavel sounded, a
brief acceptance telegram from Smith
was read to the remaining delegates.
After listening to the Party platform
over the radio and later receiving confirmation of his nomination from
Robinson, Smith made his views on
Prohibition unquestionably clear so delegates might select another candidate if
they found his position undesirable.
Beaming with Platform lingo, Smith
proclaimed that "[c]ommon honesty"
required "fundamental changes in the
present provisions for national
Prohibition." Not wishing to disturb the
harmony that had dominated the proceedings, Franklin Roosevelt quickly
brought the convention to a close. As

Platform Pass for the 1928 Convention

one journalist noted, "The Democratic
donkey with a wet head and wagging a
dry tail left Houston. "21
Most Party members left Houston
fe eling that the convention was enorm ously successfully, having avoided the
potential rift between the "wet reactionaries of the east" and "the dry antiTammany progressives of the south."
Some scholars have argued that Smith's
placid nomination was attributable t o a
feeling of exhaustion lingering from the
1924 convention, to his unrivaled
national preeminence, and to a belief
that h e was the Party's only chance t o
win the November election. Others have
concluded that the Party n ever truly
believed Smith could win the Presidency,
feeling instead that they "must nomin ate
him and get it over with or he would be a
menace for the next twenty years." This
latter group of historians has interpreted
Smith's nomination as "the product of
an ideological and sectional cease-fire
rather than of a genuine h ealing of the
wounds of 1924."
Any concord prevailing at Houston
proved short-lived as Herbert Hoover
defeated Smith decisively four months
after the convention, garnering 444 elect oral votes to Smith's 87. Moreover,
Smith did not even carry his home state
of New York and lost the southern "rim"
states of Texas, Tennessee, Virginia,
North Carolina, and Florida. As one
writer noted, Smith's defeat marked "the
most serious crack in the Solid South
since its inception." Only states with the
highest percentage of rural areas, the
greatest dependence on one crop agriculture, and m ost importantly, the highest

percentage of blacks remained loyal t o the
Democratic Party. In a contest where the
Republican nominee had "promoted
Negroes to minor posts in charge of white
clerks in his department" and where the
Republican platform called for federal
anti-lynching laws, preservation of southern racial hierarchy ultimately overshadowed secondary concerns over "Rum and
Romanism, "22 at least in the deep South if
not in the southern border states.
In the end, the lasting significance
of the 1928 Democratic National
Convention to local residents did not
lay in the realm of politics. They had
viewed the convention as their city's
long-awaited "coming out party," and the
decisive and divisive def eat of the
Democrats in the November general
election was of little consequence. In six
short months, Houston had transcended
the boundaries of regional notoriety to
become a city of truly national prominence. As one journalist proclaimed:
"No longer will Houston be known but
t o a few. H er fame will be universal. " In
preparing for a convention when time
was of the essence, the citizens of
Houston gained a distinction that proved
timeless. 23 The city emerged from the
national spotlight with an enhanced reputation as a city on the m ove, one with
"can do" leaders such as Jesse Jones who
could be counted on to push H ouston to
even greater future prominence. •
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